1950's BIGGEST VALUE!

Delco Radio
A PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS

LIST $37.95
PRICE $16.73

HAS QUALITY TONE ONLY
WOOD CABINETS PROVIDE

A table model with universal appeal - BIG enough to give excellent performance - yet SMALL enough to fit almost anywhere. You get Quality Built AC-DC Superhet - 7 tube performance from this dependable "All American" tube complement - 12SA7, 12SK7, 125Q7, 50L6 and 3525GT.

Fine Quality Tone that only wood cabinets provide: Pleasing design Walnut veneer cabinet with a silver grey plastic front, accentuated by an attractive lucite and chrome carrying handle. 5 tube AC-DC; built-in loop antenna; Underwriters Approved. Size 12" wide, 7 1/2" high, 6 1/2" deep, shipping wt. 9 lbs.

Delco's list price was $37.95. Every set in the original attractive factory carton and bears original factory guarantee.

Dealers: You will be able to beat ANY competition and yet sell QUALITY and that goes for this year next year ANYTIME Servicemen: Use them as "Loaners" in many instances sales will result

Stock No. 30842
A Terrific Value for $16.73

SAVE OVER $27! HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO AMP AND POWER SUPPLY

QUALITY AM SUPERHET TUNER
A really "Hot" broadcast tuner with good sensitivity and excellent tone quality.
Made to use with the Lear wire recorder amplifier Model A472 listed at left. It may also be used on any phono or PA amplifier system. Requires 250 VDC at 20 MA, and 6.3 V at 9 amp. Output is high impedence with shielded lead and pin plug. Circuit does not include volume or tone controls allowing full use of such controls on the amplifier to be used. Original schematic diagram with full explanation is furnished. Tubes used are 6816 RF and Mixer, 66AG6 IF Amplifier and 6B46 second detector and audio amplifier. Has simple shock mounting, overall size 5 1/2" wide, 6 1/2" high, and 6 1/2" deep. Weight 3 lbs. Furnished with Bronzo metal dial escutcheon over all size 6"x2 1/2". Cutout required: 5 1/2"x1 1/2".

No. 35A188 With Tubes and Diagram.
NET EACH $6.95

BURSTINE-APPLEBEE CO.
1012-14 MCGEE ST.
KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
MASTER MOBILE ALL-BAND ANTENNA

(A) A vertical center loaded antenna using interchangeable loading coils for 20-40 and 15 meters. Length of complete assembly is proper for 10 meters with the loading coil shortened. Has chrome plated finnish over all providing a lasting protection and a very attractive appearance. Over-all length 18", weight only 30 ounces. Made of stainless steel with aluminum shield for coil. Choice of body or bumper spring type mounting. Antenna furnished with center loading coil; specify 20-40 or 40 meters. (B) (A) No. 38A105. All band antenna with loading coil. (Specify bond) $7.79

(A) Steel Antenna RODS $4.03

Series 106 (66-in. length)...

(B) Series 106 rods for use with coil...

Fixed 96-in. length, Each...

Series 106 (86-in. length)...

$3.87

MOBILE RADIO HANDBOOK...

(0) 200 OHM HAM MIKE. Has press-to-talk switch in handle, sturdy, good looking bakelite case. Has 5-ft. rubber cord with PL68 plug. The perfect mike for PA, Mobile and amateur needs. BRAND NEW, in original packing.

$1.59 Each

John F. Rider's RADIO OPERATOR'S LICENSE Q & A MANUAL By Milton Kaufman

A handy reference book as well as a valuable aid to passing FCC Radio and TV examinations. Abundant illustrations aid in making difficult questions more easily understood. 608 pages, 5 1/4 x 8 1/4. Cloth bound. $5.88 Each

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
This improved Bandmaster Senior has many new features including switching for internal crystal oscillator or external VFO. Broad tuned excitors circuits do not require retuning when changing frequency. Work either Phone or CW, eight bands, 80-40-20-15-10-6-2 and meters. A power supply of 450 volts up to 275 MA is required and for the filament, 6.3 volts at 4 amps.

Tubes used are 6AQ5 crystal oscillator, 6DJ8 electron tetrode and 807 final amplifier with two 6LS6 driver. The oscillator requires only a low priced T17B or Learadio carbon microphone. The oscillator comes complete with tubes, is wired and ready to go. Price for an 807 is $17.00. No. 37A123 Complete as described, less Microphone. Each $111.50.

LEARRadio SINGLE BRUSH CARBON MICROPHONE $2.49

New television interference handbook

Elminate television interference with these new Drake TVI filters

Model NS07 Receiver: Model NC57 Receiver

EVEER POPULAR "NATIONAL"

MODEL NS07 RECEIVER

MODEL NC57 RECEIVER

More Big Savings for
The Radio Amateur!
THE NEW WEBSTER-CHICAGO MODEL 100
3-SPEED AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER

$29.61

- Automatically plays 7" 1/2" or 12" records—no adjustment necessary.
- Plays all type records—All speeds—33 1/3, 45, or 78 RPM.
- Simple, Foolproof operation.
- Completely Automatic—No adjustments necessary for the playing of 7", 10" or 12" records of the same speed—33 1/3, 45, or 78 RPM. "Automatic manual control" selects manual play of single record or automatic playing of stack of records. Single tone arm with needle cartridge for playing of either standard or microgroove records comes to rest after last record. Newly designed spindle Housing: universal record-stick—cushioned.

THE NEWEST THING IN AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANGERS!
OFFERED HERE FOR THE
VERY FIRST TIME!

$28.35

- Simple
- Trouble Free
- Easy to operate
- VM Changes are of finest quality, yet priced low
- VM changers are designed to fit most radio phonograph combinations—are used in many

FOR ONLY
MODEL 950

REVOLUTIONARY ADDITION TO THE changer market. Wide use by many "Brand Name" makers of TV-phonograph combinations. Designed to eliminate customer confusion—service-man's way to com-
plicated 3-speed mechanisms.

REVO L T IONAR Y  A D D IT I O N  t o  t h e
RE TA IN S  TH E  S UN B EA T A B L E
ALL RECORDS 33 1/3, 45, and 78 RPM

FOR ONLY
MODEL 955

HAS THESE VALUABLE NEW FEATURES:
- Single Tone Arm with Single Cartridge and Needle for playing All records 33 1/3, 45, and 78 RPM
- Automatic Set-Down selection—All use Records. 7", 10", 12"—No Control necessary.

- Positive Record Protection—Records are dropped flat, air cushioned to turntable.
- Complete Automatic operation—All records 33 1/3, 45, and 78 RPM
- Automatic record changer—All use records 33 1/3, 45, 12"—No Control necessary.

WEBSTER-CHICAGO Record Changer Bases

$3.45

- Heavy perforated grille, brass plated and lacquered with gold finish.
- For use over grille cloth in custom-built cabinets, speaker cabinets, and juke boxes.

232828 12x18" Each $1.62
232823 18x34" Each $2.94
232824 24x36" Each $5.59

- PLASTIC SNAP INSERTS FOR 45 RPM RECORDS
- TEN FOR 25c

SNAPS IN THE LARGE HOLE OF A 45 RPM RECORD TO ADAPT IT FOR USE ON STANDARD SPINDLES OF THREE SPEED CHANGERS OR OTHER PLAYERS THAT HAVE BEEN ADAPTED FOR 45 RPM OPERATION.

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS
AT LOWEST PRICES YET!

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

3-SPEED
$17.88

- Single-Speed
$12.88

- Simple
- Trouble Free
- Easy to operate
- "Brand Name" consoles
- VM changers feature simplicity—are ultra easy to operate
- VM changers are trouble free—have fewer moving parts

MODEL 950 GE. Same specifications as 950 except with GE variable resistance turn-about cartridge.

No. 30C38 EACH $31.27
No. 30C35 EACH $31.53
No. 30C51 EACH $33.59

BURLINGTON-CWEN

BURLINGTON-CWEN

BURLINGTON-CWEN

BURLINGTON-CWEN

BURLINGTON-CWEN

BURLINGTON-CWEN
LATEST MODELS! 3-SPEED PHONOS & RADIO-PHONO COMBINATIONS!

DELUXE RADIO AND 3-SPEED AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER COMBINATION
WITH THE NEW WEBSTER-CHICAGO MODEL 100

- A sensation in beauty—Stylishly styled to favorably blend in anywhere.
- By a top-notch maker—Whose name we cannot mention.

Automatically plays 7", 10", or 12" records at 33 1/3, 45 or 78 RPM. Features the automatic set-down of any size record 17, 10 or 12"—No special adjustment necessary. Dual needle reversible cartridge has the proper tip for both microgroove and standard records.

Beautiful mahogany furniture style cabinet is designed to fit in any room setting. Size 15" W, 19 3/4" L, and 9 1/2" H. Wt. 35 lbs. Operates on 110-125 volts 60 cycle AC. List price $55.88. Each...$53.95

NEW RADIO-PHONO COMBINATION 3-SPEED RECORD PLAYER

- Attractively designed deluxe Table Model by a nationally famous maker.
- Radio is latest type superhet circuit with 4 tubes (including rectifiers) 1-12567GT, 1-12567GT, 1-5066 and 1-3522.
- Employ a powerful Alnico 5 PM speaker. Illuminated slide dial is easy to tune—easy to read.

Record player plays all records all sizes—7, 10 or 12" all speeds—33 1/3, 45, or 78 RPM. Lightweight tone arm has reversible cartridge with dual needles for playing of standard or microgroove records. Easy to operate. Speed control switch is conveniently located.

DELUXE 3-SPEED PORTABLE ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH
PLAYS ALL RECORDS

A truly magnificent but the product of a nationally famous maker of quality merchandise. Small compact, attractively styled luggage type carrying case smoothly covered in two-tone leatherette. 3 tubes (including rectifiers) amplifier with powerful Alnico 5 PM dynamic speaker produces beautiful tone quality—unsurpassed performance. Simple speed switch is employed for adjusting of 33 1/3, 45 or 78 RPM speeds. Simple tone arm has turntable cartridge with 2 long-life needles for playing of standard or microgroove records—Plays 7", 10", or 12" records.

Size 6 1/4" H x 12 1/2" W x 10 1/2" D. Wt. 12 lbs. Operates on 110-125 V, 60 cycles AC. No. 32A58. NET EACH...$31.88 Lots of Three, Each...$30.45

MODEL 105 PORTABLE

A lightweight phonograph that can be carried anywhere. Complete ready to plug in and play. Three tube superhet including rectifier, amplifier with both volume and tone controls furnishes superb tone quality on manual playing of 7", 10", 12", 33 1/3, 45 or 78 RPM records. An adapter is furnished for the playing of the large hole 45 RPM records.

Easy to operate. Has volume and tone controls plus simple, convenient speed control. Tri-O-Speed needle in single cartridge plays all records—microgroove or standard—no special adjustments necessary.

Smart durable leatherette covered carrying case. Size 12" W, 13 1/2" L and 6 1/2" H. Wt. 17 lbs. Operates on 110-120 V, 60 cycles AC. List price $37.50. Each...$31.51

MODEL 100-A TABLE MODEL

All the fine features and specifications of the Model 105 above. Attractively styled metal base set on non-marring metal feet is attractively finished. Incredibly compact, and 10" or 12" holds any style record. Complete ready to operate on 110-120 volt 60 cycle AC. List price $56.20. Shop w. 20 lbs. No. 30C57. Each...$37.08

MODEL 950 AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER

PLAYS ALL RECORDS! ALL SIZES—ALL SPEEDS—AUTOMATICALLY Attractive—Easy to Operate...

MODEL 975 PORTABLE

A real beauty! Attractive modern designed luggage type case, firmly covered in durable brown leatherette. Changer is the newly announced Model 925 with 150 stepless adjustments with such exclusive features as Automatic set-down of 10", 12" or 12" records, automatic manual operation, and the Tri-O-Speed needle which plays all records—standard 78 RPM or Microgroove 33 1/3 and 45 RPM.

Tone quality is comparable to that of console recorders. Its lightweight and compactness make it an ideal carry about unit—comes complete ready to play anywhere. The 3 tube amplifier (including rectifiers) includes both volume and wide range tone controls. Change plays—Twelve 10" or ten 12", 33 1/3 or 78 RPM records. Twelve 7", 33 1/3 or 45 RPM records. Interchange ten 12" and 10" records of the same speed.

Overall size 9 1/2" x 17" x 11". Wt. 22 lbs. Operates on 105-120 volt 60 cycle AC. List price $69.95. Each...$45.93

MODEL 970 TABLE MODEL

All the fine features and specifications of the Model 975 above. Attractively styled metal base set on non-marring metal feet is attractively finished. Incredibly compact, and 10" or 12" holds any style record. Complete ready to operate on 105-120 volt 60 cycle AC. List price $56.20. Shop w. 20 lbs. No. 30C57. Each...$37.08

MODEL 950 PORTABLE

A real beauty! Attractive modern designed luggage type case, firmly covered in durable brown leatherette. Changer is the newly announced Model 925 with 150 stepless adjustments with such exclusive features as Automatic set-down of 10", 12" or 12" records, automatic manual operation, and the Tri-O-Speed needle which plays all records—standard 78 RPM or Microgroove 33 1/3 and 45 RPM.

Tone quality is comparable to that of console recorders. Its lightweight and compactness make it an ideal carry about unit—comes complete ready to play anywhere. The 3 tube amplifier (including rectifiers) includes both volume and wide range tone controls. Change plays—Twelve 10" or ten 12", 33 1/3 or 78 RPM records. Twelve 7", 33 1/3 or 45 RPM records. Interchange ten 12" and 10" records of the same speed.

Overall size 9 1/2" x 17" x 11". Wt. 22 lbs. Operates on 105-120 volt 60 cycle AC. List price $69.95. Each...$45.93

MODEL 970 TABLE MODEL

All the fine features and specifications of the Model 975 above. Attractively styled metal base set on non-marring metal feet is attractively finished. Incredibly compact, and 10" or 12" holds any style record. Complete ready to operate on 105-120 volt 60 cycle AC. List price $56.20. Shop w. 20 lbs. No. 30C57. Each...$37.08

V-M NEW TRI-O-MATIC PHONOGRAPH

With the New Model 950 Automatic Record Changer

LIST PRICE $69.95

$45.93

MODEL 975

SMART 3-SPEED PHONOGRAPH

FOR MANUALLY PLAYING

ALL RECORDS, ALL SIZES, ALL SPEEDS

LIST PRICE $37.50!

$26.46

MODEL 100 PORTABLE

SMART, COMPACT, EASY TO OPERATE!

MODEL 105 PORTABLE

SMART, COMPACT, EASY TO OPERATE!
WE AGREED NOT TO MENTION THE NAME BUT YOU'VE SEEN IT. NATIONALLY ADMIRED, A NAME YOU RESPECT FOR "KNOW HOW" AND QUALITY. YOU GET THE IDENTICAL UNITS REGULARLY PRICED AT $259.50 FOR ONLY $149.88! BIG TELEVISION! TELEVISION OF A COST AS LOW AS USUALLY QUOTED FOR PRINTS HOURS AS LARGE OR PLUS THE CONFIDENCE OF A CUSTOM INSTALLATION.

MOUNT IT IN A CABINET OF YOUR OWN CHOOSING OR ANY WAY OF INSTALLATION THAT MEETS YOUR OWN REQUIREMENTS.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION MAKES IT EASY TO FIT OLD BODIES. THE CHASSIS, POWER SUPPLY, TUBE AND SPEAKER ARE ALL SEPARATE AND INTERCONNECTED WITH LEADS WHICH MAY BE EXTENDED AS DESIRED. THE TUNER CHASSIS MAY BE MOUNTED IN CONTACT WITH THE CABINET VERTICALLY. THE REINFORCED WOOD FRAME ILLUSTRATED PROTECTS THE UNITS SHIPPED AND ALLOWS THE TUBE CASE AND CHASSIS TO BE PACKED IN ONE CAR FOR ECONOMICAL HANDLING. IF DESIRED, THIS FRAME WILL MOUNT SEPARATELY UNLESS MOUNTED EXCEPT SPEAKER MAY BE SLIPPED RIGHT INTO THE CABINET BUT NOT BUILT IN. OVERALL DIMENSIONS ARE 19 1/2" HIGH, 23" WIDE, 21/4" DEEP. 12 DIRECT VIEW TUBES GIVE A 130 SQ. INCH PICTURE. THE A-B-C SYSTEM SWITCH GIVES INSTANT STATION SELECTION. ALSO IT HAS TRUE COLOR CONTROL ON FRONT PANEL. THE CIRCUIT IS HIGHLY ENGINEERED, USING ULTRA-CLASSIC SOUND AND ALLOWING MAXIMUM SHARPNESS OF PICTURE PER HUNDRED OF FOAM NOT CONFUSED WITH CHEAP AC-DC SHORT CUT CONSTRUCTION NOW SO COMMON. ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SPEAKERS PROVIDE CRYSTAL CLEAR HARMONICS. SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH 12 TUBES AND 3 RECTIFIERS AND 150P4 DUAL MOUNT TUBE BOX. COMPLETE FACTORY WIRED AND TESTED—READY TO OPERATE ON 110-120 V. 60 CY. AC. SHIPS WT. 80 LBS. QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED—ALL ORDERS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE. ORDER NOW!

NO. JA413X EACH $149.88

TELEVISION SERVICE BOOKING FOR RADIOAMEN

418 PAGES JAM-PACKED WITH THE INFORMATION NEEDED BY THE RADIOAMEN TO PRACTICE THE PROFESSIONAL USE OF A COMPLETELY MODERN SYSTEM. USEFUL NOT ONLY TO THE RADIOAMEN IN THE PROFESSIONAL FIELD BUT ALSO AS A POPULAR OUTLET FOR THE HAM RADIO AMATEUR AND FOR GENERAL EDUCATION.
# B-A Selected Radios from Top Quality Makers!

## Top Value! Table Model
- 7 Tube Performance
- Powerful 5" PM Speaker
- Built-In Loop Antenna
- Small—Compact
- Automatic Volume Control Circuit
- $15.95

## Leader Value! Table Model
- 6 Tube Performance
- Built-In Loop Covers broadcast band
- Easy-Vision Slide Rule Dial
- Lots of 3
- $12.35

## Smart, New 3-Way Portable
- Compact—Lightweight
- Easy to Read—Easy to Tune Dial
- Operates on AC DC or Batteries
- Lots of 3
- $15.95

## New Long Range Portable
- $36.88

---

### Go to Sleep with Music! Wake to Music!
**Jewel WakeMaster with Telechron Alarm Movement**

Go to sleep with music. The wonderful new Lullaby Switch can be set by setting to play up to one hour and shut itself off automatically, so you can set the Wake-Up Alarm at the pre-set time to awake you to music or Morning News. The alarm sounds 10 minutes later to make sure you’re up! The Telechron Clock and Alarm movement operate independently whether the radio position is turned on or not and operate with sweep second hand with or without radio.

Radio has superhet Jewell circuit, 5 tubes plus Selenium rectifier. Two IF transformers. Self-contained Air-core loop antenna, shock proof chassis, Alinco V PM speaker, Automatic volume control. Operates on 105-125 volts AC only is listed by Underwriters Laboratories.

Beautifully styled Plastic cabinet in Walnut or Ivory. Size: 5" long; 1/4" high; 6 1/2" deep. Weight approximately 5 1/2 lbs.

- **No. 3691 WALNUT**
  - List Price: $21.73
  - Each: $22.82
  - 6 Lots: $128.97

- **No. 3698 IVORY**
  - List Price: $21.73
  - Not Each: $23.89
  - Each: $22.75

---

### The Maquiere Styled for Tomorrow
**In Stunning Beige Plastic**

Features a new and different cabinet with advanced functional design with ultra smart slide rule dial.

A superhet andy, with special audio circuit having extremely high sensitivity with low signal to noise ratio. With high selectivity, it is capable of tuning in distant stations steadily and clearly. Covers broadcast band 535-1620 kilocycles. Excellent tone is ensured from the 6" Alinco dynamic speaker. Automatic volume control. Built-in loop antenna eliminates need for external antenna except in most remote areas. Provides external aerial connection, if needed; also socket for phonograph.

Six tubes (incl. Rectifier): 2 12SK7, 2 125ATQ, 1 1257, 1 356, plus 1 352 rectifier. Operates on 110-125 volts of AC or DC current.

Beige Plastic Cabinet that harmonizes with any surrounding. Size: 12 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 7".

- **No. 6008408**
  - Shop Wt. 9 1/2 lbs.
  - Each: $18.95

---

### New Long Range Portable
- **Round-the-World Traveler**
- **De Wald 3 Way, 3 Band Portable**
- Covers Short-Wave and Broadcast Bands
- Only $36.88

- **AC DC or Self-contained battery operation**
- **Collapsible fish-bowl Antenna**
- **Built-in-loop Antenna**
- **Smart luggage type case**

Long-range operation, attractive appearance, and durability carrying case is smartly styled in two-tone leatherette—Powerful superhet with tuned in 18-55 meter and 55-150 meter short wave bands and 11 meter and 5-6 meter KG standard broadcast band.

Built-in loop antenna for local reception. Nickel plated collapsible antenna for distant reception. Easy to carry about anywhere. Ready to plug-in to 120 volts 50-60 cycles AC or DC, or play from self-contained battery. Size of cabinet 9 1/4" x 12 1/2" x 3/4". Weight 12 lbs. Price: $36.88

- **No. 369175**
  - Each: $4.14

---

1012-14 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
MODEL CR-8 PHILCO PUSH-BUTTON CUSTOM OR UNIVERSAL CONTROLS

REG. LIST PRICE $89.95
DEALERS NET PRICE $61.11

Now While They Last. A 2-Unit Superhet with 5 Tubes, Plus Rectifier. Has all the new Philco advanced features and conveniences. Station indexing simple, accurate and positive. A large 1/4" Electro-dynamic speaker gives exceptional Fidelity and Power—installs behind instrument panel grille provided in practically all cars. Overall case size of the CR-8 is 7 1/32" high, 9 3/4" wide, 5 1/32" deep. Compact enough for most any car. Custom style control mounts in instrument panel as though original equipment---the universal type mounts under the dash of any car model.

HANDY PHILCO FOOT CONTROL

With Universal Controls on Any Make or Model Car. (Can be easily transferred from one car to another). Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. No. 30869/U00A. Now while they last. Each $39.88

WITH CUSTOM STYLE PUSH-BUTTON CONTROL

For Cars as Listed Below. For Chevrolet all models 1941 to 1942. Buick Super 1941 to 1948. Buick Special 1941 to 1949. Pontiac (all models) 1946 to 1948. No. 30869/P. Now while they last, Each $42.88

WARD AUTO ANTENNAS!

TCF3 3-BALL TOP COWL OR FENDER MOUNT

LIST PRICE $6.95

LIST VALUE $4.09

Deluxe Disappearing Type Antenna For Top Cowl Or Fender

No. 382002

Spec. Ea. $2.95

"REMOTE" REAR SEAT AUTO RADIO SPEAKER

No. 382001

Spec. Ea. $10.95

LIST PRICE $4.95

LIST VALUE $1.95

3 section disapearing antenna (telescopes from only 3/4" to 5 1/2") Gives that smart look in appearance. 100% shielded from engine noises and completely water sealed. Easy to install. Universal split bracket design with universal bracket for sturdy mounting.

WELCOME TO THE POPULAR LATEST MODEL CARS

VERY Seldom DOES A VALUE LIKE THIS COME ALONG

It was made possible because Tucker in his plans for an outstanding car, purchased from Motorola Inc. the tops in an Auto Radio to use as a part of an accessory deal to be offered with it. When the Tucker plans "blew up" there were no Autos to sell but the radios were on hand. B.A made a "good buy" and here it is passed on to you. Brand New—unbeaten—still in the original factory cartons bearing the Tucker name. The set itself as pictured above is included with the name MOTOROLA Model 708. It's an 8-Tube set (including rectifier) using a 6BQ6 RF amp., 6BQ6 osc. mod., 6BQ6 IF amp., 6AQ5 set AVC. AF, 6A6 set AVC, 6X4 rectifier.

- Push-Pull Audio System---Uses 2-682GT beam power tubes, heavy duty Al- nico V dynamic speaker and provides a surprisingly rich tone with emphasis on natural mellow bass response---remote solenoid operates tune control.

POWERFUL 6 TUBE SUPERHET---8 TUBE PERFORMANCE

- 1 Gang Control
- 1 Full Wav Speaker
- 1 Full Wave Plastic Control
- 1 Beam Power Output
- 1 Low Battery Drive

under Dash Mounting

ONLY $28.88
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DOLLAR SAVING VALUES ON ESKIMO ELECTRIC FANS!

LIST PRICE $12.00
$7.97

10 INCH OSCILLATING
No. 40A50 With Single Speed Switch List, $12.00
Weight 9 lbs.
Net Each $7.97
Lts of 10 $7.60

12 INCH OSCILLATING
No. 40A51 With Three-Speed Switch List, $21.50
Weight 14 lbs.
NET EACH $13.93
Lts of 6 $13.27

16 INCH OSCILLATING
No. 40A52 With Three-Speed Switch List, $35.00
Weight 22 lbs.
NET EACH $23.31
3 @ $22.20

ROBBINS & MEYERS 10-INCH ADJUSTABLE VENTILATING FAN

Fits Any Window From 23 to 34" W.
Only $15.96 EACH

REVOLUTIONARY NEW WINDOW FAN!

LIST PRICE $49.95
FAN TILTS TO BRING FRESH, COOL AIR IN AT ANY DESIRED ANGLE

NO OTHER FAN HAS THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES!

- For low cost cool comfort. Fits any window from 30 inches to 34 inches wide and is only 1 1/2 inches high.
- Fully enclosed motor protected from dust, grease and moisture. Designed to operate quietly and efficiently.
- Non-radio interfering. Plugs into any outlet, has pull toggle switch.

ELEKTRONIC TURNOUT FAN

The ONLY window fan with white opaque PLASTIC cloth expanders, supported by four adjustable aluminum tubes to ANY window width from a minimum of 25" to maximum of 45". Aluminum adjustable rods have rubber pads on their ends, prevent sound insulating support to sides of window frame.

FITS ANY WINDOW from 25" to 45" in width; fan is 24 1/4" high.

MOUNTING BASE ONLY, NET EACH $3.75

BURSTEIN-APPLEBECO.
Look at These Special Offers

**REMINGTON WORLD'S FINEST ELECTRIC SHAVER**

**FREE BONUS IF YOU ORDER QUICKLY**

Your Choice of a 15c bottle of Remington Pre-Shave or After Shave with any of above shavers. Offer subject to withdrawal without notice.

- **No. 188645** - Pre-Shave Lotion
- **No. 188646** - After Shave Lotion

**REMMINGTON DIAMOND HONED BLUE STEAK TWIN SHAVING HEAD**

Quickly replaces ANY Blue Steak head on ANY Remington Shaver. Steel is actually TWO shaving heads in one—-cutting edges ON both sides! Blue inside cutter, prepares four shaving "edges" that shave OFFERED FREE! No. 2085. Net Each.

**GLASS STOP-WASTE**

- **No. 32830** - "Tostowell" Automatic Toaster Net Each $13.97
- **Photo Flashlamps** Net Each $13.26

**Sylvania Flash Lamps**

**Super-Flash Lamps**

List Price $12.77

**Fully Automatic DE LUXE CASCO**

Two-in-One Steamer & Dry Iron

**LIST PRICE $13.47**

**WITh EVERY IRON**

- **List Price $3.99**

**IRONING HAMPER ABSOLUTELY FREE**

- Special Bonus to B-A-Customers
- Ironing-board high quality built of perma-loc wood. Easily expanded by adding more shelves and cupboards. Makes ironing a pleasant experience.
- **Guaranteed for One Year**

**Sylvania**

Flash Lamps comparison to "G.E." Westinghouse types: Sylvania "SF" same as G.E. Type SM, Sylvania "Press-29" same as G.E. Type SP, Sylvania "Press-40" same as G.E. Type 40, Sylvania "No. 0" same as No. 1, Sylvania "No. 2" same as No. 2, Sylvania "No. 2" same as G.E. Type 22. All prices quoted include Excise Tax.

**STEAM & DRY IRON**

**LIST PRICE $17.95**

**IT'S LIGHTER!** Only 3½ pounds

**IT'S FULLY AUTOMATIC**! Simply Casco Electric Shaver does all the work... simply "dialing" the Fabric! No buttons, no handles, no adjustment, no complicated controls... just steam, the soft steam of Casco Electric Shaver. No more "dialing" the fabric.

**IT'S STAINLESS STEEL!** Water can't rust your steam head!
JUST RELEASED

ANCHOR 2-STAGE TV BOOSTER
MODEL ARC-101-100
LIST VALUE $44.95
ONLY $26.43

Features TWO stages of amplification in the most stable non-regenerative circuit available—delivers sharp show pictures even under the most difficult conditions. Single knob control of tuning and switching provides great ease of adjustment. Engineered for extra-wide band-width to cover both extra-wide-band and narrow-band TV, video and audio channels without loss of picture or tone quality. Modernly styled with streamlined illus-

DECIPLIER "PROFESSIONAL" TWO STAGE TV PREAMPLIFIER
LIST PRICE $59.50
$35.77

WITH BEAUTIFUL WALNUT WOOD CABINET:
- Incorporates every refinement of mechanical design to assure maximum usable amplification.
- All tuned elements of the circuit have been factory aligned for uniform broad band coverage.

Special attention has been devoted not only to increasing the signal without distortion, but also to excluding all types of interference which may find their way through the circuit. Two stages of balanced push-pull amplification using stable double triode amplification for local stations. This reduces interference and actually improves picture quality.

Response has been engineered to eliminate extra tuning controls yet picture is very sharp and sound distortion is at a minimum. Channels are selected by turning a knob which shows channel in operation.

Cabinet is hand-crafted walnut wood to harmonize with most furniture. Size 6 1/4 x 10 1/2 x 5 1/2". Supplied with same 8-foot mast and stand-off insulator, a wall bracket and a universal mounting base. Antenna sections may be oriented separately. Less 300-ohm lead.

No. 36A8. Net Each $26.43
No. 36A9. Net Each $5.26

THE $$$ SAVING ANTENNA VALUE OF THE YEAR!

For Long Distance TV Reception this 6 Element Stacked Yagi Antenna Gives 8 1/2 DB Signal Boost

- Developed especially for extreme distance reception and maximum rejection of interference noise.
- Inherent directional characteristic of the Yagi design prevents interference from other TV stations where the ordinary type antenna would allow signals to pick up from the rear or side.

Throughout of full-hard aluminum alloy tubing. The mast sections and the crossarms are 1 1/4" diameter. All hardware including screws are cadmium plated. Insulation is enough phe-

TACO-MADISON MODEL E-612

Electrically, the array consists of two 3 element Yagi bays phased and matched by means of a special transmis-

ion line made of aluminum tubing. A very good impedance match is thus provided for 300-ohm twin lead. The band width is such that adjacent channels to the one for which the arr-

ay is tuned may be received with appreciably 6 db gain, but maximum performance 18 1/2 db gain can be had only on one specific channel. Mechanically designed to give max-

imum strength and withstand severe ice and wind conditions. Made

No. 36A8. Net Each $35.77

$13.80

Each

Lots of 4

For ALL CHANNELS Rad-E-Co. Model RT-40-L Folded Dipolcs and Reflectors. An outstanding value. Structured correctly—easily assembled. Uses 1/2" aluminum elements, 1/4" aluminum boom and 1/4" steel mast, zinc plated inside and out. The 2 pieces are made in 6 sections that lock together firmly. Included are guy wire rings, mast stand-off insulator, wall bracket and a universal mounting base. Antenna sections may be oriented separately. Less 300-ohm lead.

No. 36A8. Net Each $6.44

(A) FOR ALL CHANNELS Rad-E-Co. Model RT-41-LL "LL" TYPE with Reflectors. A great value in all channel antennas. Supplied with 6 ft. mast and mounting accessories. Less lead.

No. 36A9. EACH $6.73

(D) ALL BAND STACKED CONICAL Provides high signal pickup on all channels with minimum noise and less fading. Reduces ghost reflections. Used equally in fringe areas. Elements are aluminum, brass, and die cast aluminum. Can be assembled in a jiffy. Less mast and 300-ohm lead.

No. 36A9. EACH $11.21

(4) EACH $10.21

LEAD-IN INSULATORS

(A) AS LOW AS $4.

For ALL CHANNELS Rad-E-Co. Model RT-40-L Folded Dipolcs and Reflectors. An outstanding value. Structured correctly—easily assembled. Uses 1/2" aluminum elements, 1/4" aluminum boom and 1/4" steel mast, zinc plated inside and out. The 2 pieces are made in 6 sections that lock together firmly. Included are guy wire rings, mast stand-off insulator, wall bracket and a universal mounting base. Antenna sections may be oriented separately. Less 300-ohm lead.

No. 36A8. Net Each $6.44

(26) EACH $6.44

(A) FOR ALL CHANNELS Rad-E-Co. Model RT-41-LL "LL" TYPE with Reflectors. A great value in all channel antennas. Supplied with 6 ft. mast and mounting accessories. Less lead.

No. 36A9. EACH $6.73

(B) FOR LOW CHANNELS 2-6 Rad-E-Co. Model RT-42-L Folded Dipolcs and Reflectors. An outstanding value. Used same materials and construction as above antenna. Supplied with some B-foot mast and mounting accessories. Less 300-ohm lead.

No. 36A9. Net Each $5.26

(4) EACH $5.26

300 OHM TWIN TRANSMISSION LINE

Top quality with polyethylene dielectric of full thickness edge to edge design.

No. 36A7. Per 100 Ft. $1.19

 babe 36A8. Per 1000 Ft. $10.49

LOW COST— AND HIGH QUALITY INDOOR TV ANTENNA

Designed for practical installation wherever an outdoor antenna is unnecessary or actua-

ly prohibited. Advanced mechanical design allows full ad-

justment of telescoping elem-

ents from collapsed length of 20 inches to full extended length of 47 inches; without tipping over. Elements are two sections, chrome-plated. Base is attractive walnut plate-

fix with a non-skid felt bottom.

With 5 ft., 300 ohm lead at

No. 38E1. Special Each $2.62

SEE OUR BIG CATALOG NO. 501 FOR ADDITIONAL LISTINGS OF TELEVISION ACCESSORIES

$19

LOW, LOW PRICES ON TV ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES

NOW LOW, LOW PRICES ON TV ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES

NO. 36A8. Net Each $6.44

NO. 36A9. EACH $6.73

NO. 38A9. EACH $11.21

NO. 38A1. EACH $10.21

50-FT CONNECTED COILS Simplifies handling and measuring. Stk. No. Description 3B103 6 strands No. 20 $3.64 3B105 3 strands No. 24 $2.83 CABLE WIRE ON SPOLS Stk. No. Description Length Spool 2B148 6 strands No. 1000' $6.54

SCOTCH NO. 33 ELECTRICAL TAPE

Black vinyl plastic. Widely used by TV installers to wrap transmission line points for weather proofing. Also serves to bind line to stand insulators prevents sagging of wire. Molded to any shape, and withstands flame, oils, water, acid, alkalis and other chemicals. Remains flexible at low temperatures. Dielectric strength 7000 volts per inch. Width 1/4" in

66 ft. rolls.

No. 307. Per Roll $1.50

No. 308. Per Roll $1.35

BURSTEIN APPLEBEE CO.
NEW RADICALLY IMPROVED
Television Booster
Astatic Channel Chief
Model AT-1 Booster

$29.11
Net

LIST PRICE
$49.50

FEATURES!
1. Self-contained power supply operating from 115 volt, 60 cycle AC power line.
2. On-off switch allows booster to be switched on or off the circuit at will.
3. Recessed pilot light indicates when booster is on.
4. Beautiful, furniture-finish mahogany cabinet (1 3/4" wood X 6 1/2", high X 7 1/2") deep, to complement fine home furnishings.
5. Single toolless anti-fuse operation—complete instructions with each unit. Weight, 5 1/2 lbs.

No. 37A122
NET EACH $29.11

ALPRODCO ALUMINUM TOWERS
FOR TV-FM AND AMATEUR ANTENNAS

Only
$8.56
Factory Assembled 6 Foot Sections

(1) STANDARD MAST KIT

(1) 12 WALL BRACKET

(1) GUY WIRE BRACKETS

MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

(1) STANDARD MAST KIT. Consists of unistrut aluminum supports for supporting standard sizes of antenna masts up to 2 inch diameter, plus rigid aluminum angles for trim at top of tower. Wt. 3 lbs.

No. 36B52
NET EACH $1.80

(2) GUY WIRE BRACKETS. For attaching guys to tower. Requires 3 for each set of guys.

No. 37B24
NET EACH 7c

(3) 12 WALL BRACKET. Holds mast rigid against wall or roof edge. Clearances 3 inches. Wt. 5 lbs.

No. 37B25
NET EACH $1.70

(4) ALL-ANGLE ALUMINUM MOUNTING BASE. Hinged for safe, easy attachment of tower. Fits any vertical, horizontal or sloping surface.

No. 36B53
NET EACH $2.10

Improves Television Reception
Stancor TELEMATCH

LOW PRICE
$1.44
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AMPLIFIERS-SYSTEMS

 THESE 50-WATT AND 75-WATT AMPLIFIERS AND SYSTEMS AS LISTED BELOW WILL FULLFILL THE REQUIREMENTS WHEREVER LARGER P-A SYSTEMS ARE NEEDED.

25-WATT AMPLIFIERS and Portable Systems
Fill the Majority of All Amplifier Requirements

LOW COST 25-WATT AMPLIFIER OR SYSTEM

APPLICATOR SPECIFICATIONS

MASCOS 25-WATT PHONO-AMPLIFIER COMBINATION
Model M-25-10, 25-Watt Phono-Amplifier Combination. All circuit features as described above for 25-Watt Amplifier Combination, with the exception that the 12 and 25-Watt amplifiers are combined in one chassis. Complete. Price, $89.35.

MASCOS MAN-DYNAMIC PHONO-AMPLIFIER

50-WATT AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS
50 watts undistorted output for driving from 2 to 6 SPEAKERS to a sufficient power level to drive a room of up to 100,000 square feet. Used in auditorium or area, or up to 10,000 sq. ft. of Stadium Bleachers or Gym. Soundproofing: Peak output is 60 watts! Price, $80.85.

MASCOS 50-WATT DELUXE HI-POWER AMPLIFIER
Model M-50-DMA. 50-Watt Amplifier Specifications: Full 50 Watts Class A81 power output at less than 5% distortion, peak power. 70 watts at 60 cycle AC. Response, 50-10,000 cps. HUM LEVEL below zero 25 decibels. Individual gain controls for all amplifiers. Bass and Treble controls, 250-10,000. Crossover 600 ohms. Switches in push-pull parallel—Tubes used are 2 1073, 3 1071, 1 1075, 2 6SL7, 2 6H6G (Rectifiers). Complete with speaker output, 4 6W5G rectifiers. Weight, 125, 250, 5000 ohms. Bass and Treble control. Price, $127.82.

MASCOS 75-WATT DELUXE HI-POWER AMPLIFIER
Model M-75-DMA. 75-Watt Amplifier Specifications: Full 75 Watts Class A81 power output at less than 5% distortion, peak power. 100 watts at 60 cycle AC. Response, 50-10,000 cps. HUM LEVEL below zero 25 decibels. Individual gain controls for all amplifiers. Bass and Treble controls, 250-10,000. Crossover 600 ohms. Switches in push-pull parallel—Tubes used are 2 1073, 3 1071, 1 1075, 2 6SL7, 2 6H6G (Rectifiers). Complete with speaker output, 4 6W5G rectifiers. Weight, 125, 250, 5000 ohms. Bass and Treble control. Price, $116.51.

8-WATT BALLYHOO PORTABLE SOUND SYSTEM

LOW COST 8-WATT AMPLIFIER OR SYSTEM

APPLICATOR SPECIFICATIONS

MASCOS 8-WATT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER COMBINATION
Model M-25-10, 25-Watt Phono-Amplifier Combination. All circuit features as described above for 25-Watt Amplifier Combination, with the exception that the 12 and 25-Watt amplifiers are combined in one chassis. Complete. Price, $89.35.

MASCOS MAN-DYNAMIC PHONO-AMPLIFIER

MASCOS 8-WATT BALLYHOO PORTABLE AMPLIFIER SYSTEM

LOW COST 8-WATT AMPLIFIER OR SYSTEM

APPLICATOR SPECIFICATIONS

MASCOS 8-WATT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER COMBINATION
Model M-25-10, 25-Watt Phono-Amplifier Combination. All circuit features as described above for 25-Watt Amplifier Combination, with the exception that the 12 and 25-Watt amplifiers are combined in one chassis. Complete. Price, $89.35.

MASCOS MAN-DYNAMIC PHONO-AMPLIFIER

MASCOS 8-WATT BALLYHOO PORTABLE AMPLIFIER SYSTEM

LOW COST 8-WATT AMPLIFIER OR SYSTEM

APPLICATOR SPECIFICATIONS
ECONOMY 6-V, DC 115 V
AC MOBILE AMPLIFIER
$170.07

DELUXE MOBILE AMPLIFIER SYSTEM
DUAL POWER 6-VOLT DC OR 110-VOLT AC
25-WATT MOBILE OUTDOOR SOUND SYSTEM
For Sound Truck use or any Outdoor Service ~ includes:
No. 3824. $116.28

"MASCO" Model MC-25PN Mobile Amplifier Only.
Model MC-25PC Mobile Amplifier only. Hinged Lid Case: Allows playing at 10 or 12" records with lid closed, "stay" holds lid open snug, fitting drawer holds lid in place when closed. Case size: 14 x 11 x 1 1/2" high. Weight: 44 lbs. Complete as above described. No. 3012. $128.04

והנהית...

BIG VALUES ON INTERCOMS

MASCO "ECONOMY"—STAR VALUE
6-STATION CAPACITY INTERCOM SYSTEM
$175.00
17-Volt AC/DC-Walnut Hammertone Cast Aluminum Cabinet
JMS MASTER REMOTE SYSTEM

IM'S ALL MASTER SYSTEM
$175.00
No. 3644J. REMOTE.
No. 3644I. MASTER.

MASCO 2-WAY STEP SAVER INTERCOM SYSTEM
$24.99

JMS COMPLETE 2-WAY SYSTEM
$24.99
Complete! Ready to Install!
- Supplies instant, two-way communication between any two points up to 500 ft.
apart.
- Life-like Tone Quality.
- Ample power to make remote speakers heard at least 25 feet from "slave" or remote station.

Programs camouflage between any two points with complete privacy and no cross talk or interference. Complete system includes two 400 ft. hookup of 10 gauge wire. Both units have "Press-to-Talk" switches. One unit can be connected to a third unit. Remote station is equipped with "Slave" switch. Complete system installed on 404 ft. of wire. No. 316A1. Model JMS Complete 2-Way Intercom System. Each.

UNIVERSITY TRUMPETS AND DRIVERS
All metal, weather-proof trumpets for long site outdoor use. "U" bracket permits universal mounting.

DRIVERS
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The identical and exact replacement motor for many popular makes record changers. Ideally suited also for use on electronic controls, switch-plate displays and many interesting experimental applications. Top quality with self-aligning shaded pole induction motor, equipped with cooling fan for long operating periods. Equipped with self-aligning bronze bronze oil-less bearings, and 2 blade rubber tired friction roll. Outputs at 360 RPM (may be removed so)

The identical and exact replacement motor for many popular makes record changers. Ideally suited also for use on electronic controls, switch-plate displays and many interesting experimental applications. Top quality with self-aligning shaded pole induction motor, equipped with cooling fan for long operating periods. Equipped with self-aligning bronze bronze oil-less bearings, and 2 blade rubber tired friction roll. Outputs at 360 RPM (may be removed so)

The identical and exact replacement motor for many popular makes record changers. Ideally suited also for use on electronic controls, switch-plate displays and many interesting experimental applications. Top quality with self-aligning shaded pole induction motor, equipped with cooling fan for long operating periods. Equipped with self-aligning bronze bronze oil-less bearings, and 2 blade rubber tired friction roll. Outputs at 360 RPM (may be removed so)

The identical and exact replacement motor for many popular makes record changers. Ideally suited also for use on electronic controls, switch-plate displays and many interesting experimental applications. Top quality with self-aligning shaded pole induction motor, equipped with cooling fan for long operating periods. Equipped with self-aligning bronze bronze oil-less bearings, and 2 blade rubber tired friction roll. Outputs at 360 RPM (may be removed so)

The identical and exact replacement motor for many popular makes record changers. Ideally suited also for use on electronic controls, switch-plate displays and many interesting experimental applications. Top quality with self-aligning shaded pole induction motor, equipped with cooling fan for long operating periods. Equipped with self-aligning bronze bronze oil-less bearings, and 2 blade rubber tired friction roll. Outputs at 360 RPM (may be removed so)

The identical and exact replacement motor for many popular makes record changers. Ideally suited also for use on electronic controls, switch-plate displays and many interesting experimental applications. Top quality with self-aligning shaded pole induction motor, equipped with cooling fan for long operating periods. Equipped with self-aligning bronze bronze oil-less bearings, and 2 blade rubber tired friction roll. Outputs at 360 RPM (may be removed so)

The identical and exact replacement motor for many popular makes record changers. Ideally suited also for use on electronic controls, switch-plate displays and many interesting experimental applications. Top quality with self-aligning shaded pole induction motor, equipped with cooling fan for long operating periods. Equipped with self-aligning bronze bronze oil-less bearings, and 2 blade rubber tired friction roll. Outputs at 360 RPM (may be removed so)

The identical and exact replacement motor for many popular makes record changers. Ideally suited also for use on electronic controls, switch-plate displays and many interesting experimental applications. Top quality with self-aligning shaded pole induction motor, equipped with cooling fan for long operating periods. Equipped with self-aligning bronze bronze oil-less bearings, and 2 blade rubber tired friction roll. Outputs at 360 RPM (may be removed so)
HOT VALUES!

E DOLLARS ON THESE ALWAYS-USEFUL
THESE ENORMOUS SAVINGS TO MAKE
USES FOR MORE BIG BARGAINS!

A SIZZLING VALUE!
HUSKY 6" PM SPEAKER
Buy several of these fine speakers
NOW—you'll wait a long time to
equal their quality at this astonish-
ingly low price.
HOT: At 68 each. NOT a 1-oz. but a
full 1 1/2 oz. Anico V-Magnet—fully
enclosed. NOT factory rejects but
first quality—clean, perfect, with
the usual guarantee. Note the handy
bracket for mounting outside trans.
No. 144653. Regular $1.79s. Ea. $1.49

Big Savings On
Midsize Sensitive Relays
2 MA. S.P.S.T. 6500-ohm coil, size
overall 1 1/4 x 1/2 x 1/2". Ideal for use
in plate circuit or photo cell work.
No. 19247. 95c Each. 10 Lots $8.50

24-VOLT AC OR 6-VOLT DC
One contact: S.P.D.T. another: S.P.S.T.
24-v. AC, interment duty. Can also
be used on 5-volt DC continuous duty.
Size overall 1 x 1/2 x 1/2". Nu.
No. 19227. 95c Each. 10 Lots $8.50

TEST LEADS
Approx. 65 inches long. Very flexible size 22
stranded wire with black and red end covering. Has pins tips
one end and piercing spring clips at other end.
No. 178164. Ea. 45c

HANDY PARTS JARS
Save valuable time —
small parts always vis-
ible in these 2-oz.
jar sets. Size 2" dia.
i 13/4" high. Metal
screw lids.
No. 3A24. Per Doz. 85c

Cotton of 48. $2.50

SPECIAL PURCHASE
SPECIAL PURCHASE

PILOT SOCKETS
ASSORTED
OF 10
45¢

10 assorted pieces of hinges, cabinet
lid supports and snap catch fasteners. Very
handy for repairing or building
cases and cabinets.
No. 1981021. PER ASST. 35¢

TUBULAR CONDENSERS
ASSORTED
OF 99¢

A handy assortment of 25 paper
tubular condensers in good useable
qualities and voltages, quality standard.
Make these to order—it's a saving
you can't afford to miss!
No. 184203. 25 Ass. ONLY. 99c
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10 MORE RED-HOT BUYS

MORE BIG DOLLAR-SAVING VALUES FOR YOU TO HELP US MAKE SPACE IN OUR WAREHOUSES FOR MORE BIG BARGAINS

Quantity Limited ORDER TODAY!

18" STOCK DRAWERS

$89.40

18" long x 5½" wide x 4½" outside dimensions. Made of 1/8"-klin dried No. 1 clear pine sides and ends, and 3½-ply plywood bottom, rounded in 3½-ply plywood glue construction. Bolted Woodvoid glue construction. Studded for 3½-1/4" woodie handles. Studded inside for three cards, labelers, cardboard dividers (not included), making compartments. The "McCoy" for building up stock racks to suit individual space. Could not be built for less than at least $2.00 each. Slightly used, but still a Hit Buy.

No. 44A69. Each $89.40

10 Lots 80c

59 GOOSENECK TYPE-2 Section COLLAPSIBLE ANTENNA Ideal for UHF portable transmitters, and receivers. Made of ½" dia. brass tubing, 3½" o.d., 7½" long, with stainless steel base which permits adjustment to any angle after mounting. Overall length: 34½" collapsed in center. Has threaded ½" mounting stud in base and attached connection for grounding. Made in olive drab. Type AN/30-B No. 22A27. Special Each $59.40

10 Lots 49c

FOLDING WHIP ANTENNA

$59.40

101" Long extended and only 17½" collapsed. "Just it" for equipment that has to be carried to the field. Original equipment with SCR380 Walkie-Talkie. Consist of 8 tapered sections of brass tubing firmly upright by a power spring housed in base and braid- ed stainless steel cable braided through the entire length of antenna. Base has a long threaded rode for mounting purpose. Dia. at base: 5½". Head: 2½". Takes only a few seconds to extend or collapse. Finished in olive drab.

No. 22A24. Special Each $65.40

95c 3¼-INCH TELESCOPING ANTENNA ELEMENT Three sections foldable to 40". Made of weatherproofed aluminum tubing. Diameter, 1½" at base, ½" at tip. Can be used to make up TV or amateur beams. Also fine for vertical "whip" type antennas.

No. 38827. Special Each $95.40

10 LOTS OF 6. Each 85c

4-FT. AUTO ANTENNA LEAD OR EXTENSION

$35.40

Top grade cable, shielded and vinylite jacket overall. With standard antenna plugs attached each end. Made of 1/16"-klin grade. Outside dimension: 1½" x ⅛" x 18" long. For mobile or home use. Each $35.40

No. 43A12. Each $35.40

10 Lots 29c

LOOK THROUGH THIS CIRCULAR CAREFULLY FOR MANY BIG MONEY-SAVING VALUES.

SAVE ADD SEVERAL OF THESE BIG BARGAINS TO YOUR ORDER!
PORTABLE CARRYING CASE

Limited Quantity Get Your Order In Today!

Only $3.48

PORTABLE CARRYING CASE

It's ideal for portable players, radio phone combinations, recorders, PA equipment and many other uses where a strong portable case is desired. Sturdily built of 5/16" plywood and 1/8" masonite, covered with durable, tan striped with brown, aeroplane luggage fabric. Has snap locks, heavy leather handle, bumper feet on end and side. Slip hinges, provide removable top section and "drop lid" in bottom section which can be removed if space is otherwise desired. Size overall 17¾" W, 13¾" D, 7½" thick. Wt. 10 lbs.

No. 328274
Special Each $3.48

GIANT SAVINGS!

3 TUBE PHONO AMPLIFIER KIT

exact fit for above case.

$27.99

ALLIANCE PHONO MOTOR


$29.95

CRYSTAL PHONO PICK-UP

Nationally known quality make for top performance on standard 78 R.P.M. records. Furnished complete with mg. hardware.

$199.5

KIT OF TUBES, Standard Brands, one each 50L6GT, 125ST, and 3525GT as required for phono amplifier kit at left. No. 14C641.

$1.65

PORTABLE CARRYING CASE

1

N. 40A 1008

$6.88

Your Choice!

"A" Separable type, ideal for Recorders, Changers, etc. Unusually well constructed of 3/8" wood corner braces and quality brown leatherette covering. Sections fasten together with 4 chrome plated brass draw bolt latches. Has heavy duty leather handle, inside mounting space 16" W, 16½" D, 9½" H. In addition to compartment with hinged cover that provides ample space for mikes, cords, and other accessories. Provided with 5¼13½" opening, with slip hinge cover at end opposite handle. Has heavy rubber bumper feet on bottom and one side. Overall O.D. 21½ x 16¼ x 10¾". Weights 20 lbs. Shop wt. 23 lbs.

No. 40A 1008
Special Each $6.88

"B" Like at left, except diagonally cut lid at handle end which fastens with 4 draw bolt latches. Made possible for mounting stereo panel for controls, speaker, etc. Has louvers at sides also 5¼13½" opening with slip hinge cover at and opposite handle. Heavy rubber bumper feet on bottom and one side. Ideal for a portable PA or for Amplifier and tuner etc. I.D. and O.D. measurements as above. Wt. 18 lbs. Shop wt. 21 lbs. At least a $25.00 value.

No. 40A 1009
Special Each $6.88

STURDY CARRYING CASES FOR PA, RECORDERS, PHONOS, ETC

STURDY CARRYING CASES

Built originally for and exactly fits the Bell & Howell Model 119G projector. Ideal for the Eastman Kodak "Eight Projector" listed in our recent Supplement 101. Ideal also for many other makes. Can be used for record storage, tool and instrument case, amplifier case, etc. Sturdy laminated wood construction. Overall size 9" W x 16½" L x 15" H. Bottom section is 6" deep. Interior is handsomely lined with felt. Hardware includes bottom feet and corner protectors, piano type hinge, two snap clasps and a deluxe leather luggage type handle. Exterior finish is black, pebble grained and extremely scuff resistant leatherette. Shipping weight 12 lbs.

No. 40A 1006, Special While They Last $4.88

All Purpose Carrying Case

$18.00 Value

$4.88 Each

Handsome and Durable Black Pebble Grained Finish

FELT LINING

Built originally for and exactly fits the Bell & Howell Model 119G projector. Ideal for the Eastman Kodak "Eight Projector" listed in our recent Supplement 101. Ideal also for many other makes. Can be used for record storage, tool and instrument case, amplifier case, etc. Sturdy laminated wood construction. Overall size 9" W x 16½" L x 15" H. Bottom section is 6" deep. Interior is handsomely lined with felt. Hardware includes bottom feet and corner protectors, piano type hinge, two snap clasps and a deluxe leather luggage type handle. Exterior finish is black, pebble grained and extremely scuff resistant leatherette. Shipping weight 12 lbs.

No. 40A 1006, Special While They Last $4.88

Your Choice!

$25.00 Value

$6.88 Each
BA LEADER VALUE! ALL PURPOSE ELECTRIC POWER KIT

Top Quality Make at a BIG SAVING!

$24.95 REG LIST ONLY $16.88

ALL THESE ACCESSORIES ARE INCLUDED IN THIS QUALITY KIT!
Product of a top maker priced to give B.A. Customers a 3 for a buck! Handy for a year around job with or without a helper. Ideal for home or office. Includes both indoor and outdoor jobs.

KIT CONSISTS OF:

1. A 1/4" electric drill featuring a cast aluminum alloy housing with a balanced saw grip handle 2. 1200 RPM 110 volt AC-DC motor and sturdy 3. 3 jaw chuck - stand for horizontal mounting of drill 4. 4" sanding and polishing back up disc 5. 6 sanding discs 6. 4 high speed drill bits 7. 3 1/2" 8. 3 1/2" 9. 3 1/2" 10. 3 1/2" countersink, attached to the electrically mix paint and includes an adapter for attaching the accessories to the drill

Sturdy metal case with attractive grey wrinkle finish and nickel plated snap catch. No. 36850 COMPLETE $16.88

GENERAL UTILITY BOX FOR TOOLS OR TACKLE by the makers of top quality metal boxes and cases. Handsome in appearance as well as rugged construction, yet at a surprisingly low cost. A handy tool box to carry on the job. Also a natural for the vacation days ahead. It becomes an ideal tackle box. Automatic retracting tray a cinch to please no troublesome lift or tray to work with that retains all the storage advantage. Green baked enamel finish. All edges are turned double for added strength. Size 14 x 6 x 6 1/2". These are 15 1/4" long. Weight 5 lbs.

$1.88 NET EACH

HOT VALUE! 5-IN-1 SCREWDRIVER KIT!

A SENSATIONAL OFFER YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS!

The five most popular size screwdrivers in a handy leatherette roll kit small enough to fit in the pocket. Has plastic handle with knurled chuck for firm holding of interchangeable blades. Sizes 3/16" and 1/4" standard bits, sizes 1 and 2 recessed head bits. Tempered around blades.

No. 158308 Complete Kit $1.29

SAVE ONE-HALF WHOLESALE COST AS LOW AS $262

Made of highest quality materials, distinctive in their mechanical and electrical construction, streamlined, well balanced, light in weight and sturdy; designed with the Caltron Ceramicico Electric Heating Element for durability and featuring a comfortable, cool handle. Tips are standard, easily replaceable by merely loosening set screw. Rigidly constructed, soundly engineered, you can depend on them to give long uninterrupted service. A Special B-A Purchase makes possible A Terrific Saving! One Half Wholesale Cost. Every One Brand New individually boxed with Stand.

100-WATT TYPE C100
3/4" diameter tip Net weight 16 ozs.; Length overall 12". Housing diameter, 7/8". Shipping weight, 1 1/2 lbs.
No. 178421 List Price $7.50 Standard Net $5.25
Now While They Last! SPECIAL EACH $2.62

150-WATT TYPE C150
1/2" diameter tip Net weight 20 ozs.; Length overall 12". Housing diameter, 1". Shipping weight, 2 1/4 lbs.
No. 178426 List Price $8.25 Standard Net $5.75
Now While They Last! SPECIAL EACH $2.89

200-WATT TYPE C200
Stock Number 178427 Each $3.24

OTHER USES AND AID FOR HAVING MORE THAN ONE USEFUL TOOL

Useful New Hand Tool

NEVER BEFORE A SINGLE TOOL WITH SO MANY USES AT SUCH A LOW COST.

Crims terminal as listed below to wire, including clean, and true comparisons—no solder needed.
Shield screws and bolts sizes 10-24, 10-32, 8-32, 6-32, or 4-40 to desired length without waiting for solder. Strips wire sizes 22 to 10 fast and clean. Stripper notch also serve as a Wire gauge.
Cuts wire cleanly with its wire cutter. No. 158268 Each $2.94

SOLDERLESS TERMINALS for use with Above Hand Tool

ASSORTMENT OF 100 TERMINALS
Contains the popular types and sizes listed below. No. 16A282. Per Ass't of 100 $9.99

SPICE CONNECTORS

PERMANENT TYPE Wire sizes 16-14
No. 15849 10 Pairs 36c 50c SPECIAL EACH $1.56
No. 15850 10 Pairs 30c 50c SPECIAL EACH $1.29

Now Only $129

Limited Quantity!

ONE BIG SAVING ON HAND TOOLS

BA LEADER VALUE! ALL PURPOSE ELECTRIC POWER KIT

Top Quality Make at a BIG SAVING!

$24.95 REG LIST ONLY $16.88

ALL THESE ACCESSORIES ARE INCLUDED IN THIS QUALITY KIT!
Product of a top maker priced to give B.A. Customers a 3 for a buck! Handy for a year around job with or without a helper. Ideal for home or office. Includes both indoor and outdoor jobs.

KIT CONSISTS OF:

1. A 1/4" electric drill featuring a cast aluminum alloy housing with a balanced saw grip handle 2. 1200 RPM 110 volt AC-DC motor and sturdy 3. 3 jaw chuck - stand for horizontal mounting of drill 4. 4" sanding and polishing back up disc 5. 6 sanding discs 6. 4 high speed drill bits 7. 3 1/2" 8. 3 1/2" 9. 3 1/2" 10. 3 1/2" countersink, attached to the electrically mix paint and includes an adapter for attaching the accessories to the drill

Sturdy metal case with attractive grey wrinkle finish and nickel plated snap catch. No. 36850 COMPLETE $16.88

GENERAL UTILITY BOX FOR TOOLS OR TACKLE by the makers of top quality metal boxes and cases. Handsome in appearance as well as rugged construction, yet at a surprisingly low cost. A handy tool box to carry on the job. Also a natural for the vacation days ahead. It becomes an ideal tackle box. Automatic retracting tray a cinch to please no troublesome lift or tray to work with that retains all the storage advantage. Green baked enamel finish. All edges are turned double for added strength. Size 14 x 6 x 6 1/2". These are 15 1/4" long. Weight 5 lbs.

$1.88 NET EACH

HOT VALUE! 5-IN-1 SCREWDRIVER KIT!

A SENSATIONAL OFFER YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS!

The five most popular size screwdrivers in a handy leatherette roll kit small enough to fit in the pocket. Has plastic handle with knurled chuck for firm holding of interchangeable blades. Sizes 3/16" and 1/4" standard bits, sizes 1 and 2 recessed head bits. Tempered around blades.

No. 158308 Complete Kit $1.29

SAVE ONE-HALF WHOLESALE COST AS LOW AS $262

Made of highest quality materials, distinctive in their mechanical and electrical construction, streamlined, well balanced, light in weight and sturdy; designed with the Caltron Ceramicico Electric Heating Element for durability and featuring a comfortable, cool handle. Tips are standard, easily replaceable by merely loosening set screw. Rigidly constructed, soundly engineered, you can depend on them to give long uninterrupted service. A Special B-A Purchase makes possible A Terrific Saving! One Half Wholesale Cost. Every One Brand New individually boxed with Stand.

100-WATT TYPE C100
3/4" diameter tip Net weight 16 ozs.; Length overall 12". Housing diameter, 7/8". Shipping weight, 1 1/2 lbs.
No. 178421 List Price $7.50 Standard Net $5.25
Now While They Last! SPECIAL EACH $2.62

150-WATT TYPE C150
1/2" diameter tip Net weight 20 ozs.; Length overall 12". Housing diameter, 1". Shipping weight, 2 1/4 lbs.
No. 178426 List Price $8.25 Standard Net $5.75
Now While They Last! SPECIAL EACH $2.89

200-WATT TYPE C200
Stock Number 178427 Each $3.24
RUSH ORDER TO
For P.P., Air P.P. and Express Rates
See "How To Order"
Page 134 Cat. #. 501.

How Shall We Ship?
Parcel Post Express
Freight
Include Sufficient Money for Postage.
Every cent not used will be refunded promptly.
Air Parcel Post.

- Have You Bought From B A Co. Before? □ Yes □ No
- May We Substitute Equal Value? □ Yes □ No
- This Order Selected From Cat. No.

Please Specify Our Stock Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do Not Use This Column</th>
<th>BA Stock Number</th>
<th>Quantity Wanted</th>
<th>Quantity Shipped</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
<th>Add This Column</th>
<th>Do Not Use This Column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please Do Not Use This Space

Amount for Goods

- Amt. for Postage or Prepaid Ship. Chg. (We refund every cent not used)
- Balance Due B A Co. from Previous Order
- Amt. for Insurance or C.O.D. Fee

TOTAL OF AMOUNTS ABOVE

Your Remittance or Total Credit

Please Do Not Use This Space
A HANDY TOOL FOR SHOP OR HOME

- Unbelievable Ease of Operation
- High Penetrating Power
- Completely Jamproof
- Heavy Duty all steel construction
- All Chrome Finish
- Easy to get at all working parts

A work saver with a multitude of uses. Ideal for fastening gripple cloth to wood cabinets; securing TV and FM lead to basboards, radio cabinets, etc.; upholstering chairs and other furniture; plus hundreds of other shop and home uses. Automatically shoots staples into paper, leather, soft and hard woods, etc. Has high penetration power. Requires only a small amount of leverage. Its operation is smooth—drives the staples straight and true. Completely jamproof. List Price only $8.50. Fits in the pocket. List Price $8.50.

No. 168344. 3/4" Staples for above. Per Box of $500.

$1.32

A Real Saving on 1/2 oz. Roll Ersin MULTICORE SOLDIER! A wire solder 1/16" diameter with three cores filled with fast, sure acting, non-corrosive Ersin Flux. The finest solder available for speedy high-precision work. Order a big supply at once!

No. 198903 1/2 Oz. Roll 12c Each $0.19

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

6-In. Size

Magnet Wire BARGAIN PRICED! 3/8 lb. spool, top quality Belden bare enamel magnet wire so handy for coils, transformer repairs, etc. The footage per 1/4 lb. spool of each size is given below.

YOUR CHOICE Per 1/4 lb. Spool Limited Quantities—Hurry Your Order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock No.</th>
<th>Size (in)</th>
<th>Feet Per Spool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18A452</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18A453</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18A454</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18A455</td>
<td>1 5/8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18A456</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High quality Nickel Plated adjustable wrenches made of drop forged tool steel. Quick and simple to adjust. Fits the tight, hard-to-reach spots.

No. 16A408—6-In. Size, 90c

No. 16A409—8-In. Size, Each $1.10

Spray-O-Namel

IN SEVEN COLORS!

Quality Enamel that sprays right from the can! No brush! No mess! No mixing! Perfect for every paint use! Economical! No waste! Just press the button and paint like a professional!

12 OZ. CAN AS LOW AS $1.28

You'll be amazed at how quickly and easily your paint jobs get done with this ready-to-use enamel that has a built-in sprayer that works like an Aerosol bomb! One large 12 oz. can almost a pint covers approx. 150 sq. ft. of smooth surface. For hundreds of daily uses— in the repair shop, at home, for the hobbyist, auto owner, professional or amateur builder. With easy-to-follow directions on every can.

NOW

FINEST CASCO POWER TOOL KITS

THE NEWEST OF THEM ALL!

CASCO ELECTR-O-TOOL IN COLORFUL PLASTIC CHEST

$9.97

25 PIECE SET

LIST PRICE $14.95

IT'S NEW! Casco's famous power-tool kit is now more of a value sensation than ever! Imagine—you get all the handy, working-accessories that drill, grind, rout, cut, sand, carve, and use. Or, use, or cut, and sand. Or carve, and use. Or drill. And more. Plus the super-speed Casco power tool that works wood, plastic box that lasts a lifetime. Type No. G-15. List Price $14.95.

No. 36A14. 25 Piece Set. $9.97 Each Your Order

CONTENTS

- ONLY TWO EASILY CHANGED COLLETS hold all the various accessories of the kit.
- CHROME PLATED FINGER GRIP and SAFETY SLEEVE—perspiration and oil resistant.
- TRIPLE COOLING insures steady performance under load! Fan cooled, air vented and positively insulated.
- LABORATORY CHECKED—every motor is exhaustively tested before leaving the factory.
- PRECISION BUILT with 14 part rubberized commutator turned within 0.0005, thousand hour tested brushes and oilless, trouble-free bearings.

CASCO ELECTROMATIC POWER TOOL KIT WITH 50 ACCESSORIES

LIST PRICE $19.95 $12.97

The Greatest Value Ever Offered in the Power Tool Field. For the first time a Deluxe Unit completely equipped for the Amateur or Professional Craftsman. New—Improved Extra Quality Fractional Horse Power Motor—Built in Radio Static Protection—Runs over Radio Static—Inexpensive—Rugged—AC-DC 110-120 Volt—20,000 RPM—AC-DC 110-120 Volt—20,000 RPM.


No. 328252. Dealers Price Each...

$11.97

NEW CASCO TOOL 'N' RAK SET

POWER TOOL KIT WITH 38 ACCESSORIES

LIST PRICE $17.95 $11.67

The most practical idea yet—never before such a handy power workshop for your home. Has the same improved 110 volt AC-DC power tool with all those outstanding features as described in kits above. Beautifully finished solid hardwood wall rack hangs up three Shockproof tool ready to use. Takes the clutter off your work bench. It's one of the biggest, newest, power tool values yet. Rack size 7 5/8" x 12" 36 page Project Book included FREE! Type G26. Wt. 4 lbs.

No. 33844. Each 3 Lots $11.67 Each $10.77
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THUNDERING SPEAKER VALUE!

$29.50 EACH
12 LOTS EACH

THUNDERING SPEAKER VALUE!

$29.50
12 LOTS

THUNDERING SPEAKER VALUE!

$29.50
12 LOTS

THUNDERING SPEAKER VALUE!

$29.50
12 LOTS

1949 SUPREME MODEL 661 SIGNAL GENERATOR

$72.50 VALUE
$32.88

300 OHM TWIN LEAD CONNECTORS

12c EACH

LOOP ANTENNAS

6 for 59c

CONTROL CABLE FOR ANTENNA ROTATORS

82c EACH

AMPHENOL FM AND TV LIGHTNING ARRESTER

$2.35

WRITE TODAY FOR YOUR BIG 144 PAGE 1950 B-A CATALOG NO. 501 IF YOU HAVE NOT YET RECEIVED YOURS!

BARGAIN FEST! IN VOLUME CONTROLS

YOUR CHOICE

15c EACH
10 LOTS EACH 10c

1.8 Meg., No switch. 1/16" dia. top male with split knurled shaft 1/2" from bushing.

1.8a Model No. 18A657

10 LOTS

16c EACH

1.8b Model No. 18A658

10 LOTS

SEE PAGE 92 IN OUR BIG CATALOG NO. 501 FOR ADDITIONAL BIG BARGAINS IN VOLUME CONTROLS.

NEW LOW PRICE!

$2.33 EACH

AUDIOTAPE PAPER BASE RECORDING TAPE REDUCED

900-Volt C.T. at 270 M.A.—Plus Five Filament Windings: 6.3-volt @ .5A, 6.3-volt @ 3A, 6.3-volt @ 10A, 2.5-volt @ 10A, and 5-volt @ 6A. Primary 110-volt.

We highly recommend this transformer for transmitters, exciters and high power amplifiers. Perfect for use with surplus command transmitters. Regularly you would pay more than twice this price. Shipping weight, 19 lbs.

No. 5137. SPECIAL EACH

$5.47

725 Value (Limited Quantity) Special Each

900-Volt C.T. at 270 M.A.—Plus Five Filament Windings: 6.3-volt @ .5A, 6.3-volt @ 3A, 6.3-volt @ 10A, 2.5-volt @ 10A, and 5-volt @ 6A. Primary 110-volt.

We highly recommend this transformer for transmitters, exciters and high power amplifiers. Perfect for use with surplus command transmitters. Regularly you would pay more than twice this price. Shipping weight, 19 lbs.

No. 5137. SPECIAL EACH

$5.47

725 Value (Limited Quantity) Special Each

900-Volt C.T. at 270 M.A.—Plus Five Filament Windings: 6.3-volt @ .5A, 6.3-volt @ 3A, 6.3-volt @ 10A, 2.5-volt @ 10A, and 5-volt @ 6A. Primary 110-volt.

We highly recommend this transformer for transmitters, exciters and high power amplifiers. Perfect for use with surplus command transmitters. Regularly you would pay more than twice this price. Shipping weight, 19 lbs.

No. 5137. SPECIAL EACH

$5.47

725 Value (Limited Quantity) Special Each

900-Volt C.T. at 270 M.A.—Plus Five Filament Windings: 6.3-volt @ .5A, 6.3-volt @ 3A, 6.3-volt @ 10A, 2.5-volt @ 10A, and 5-volt @ 6A. Primary 110-volt.

We highly recommend this transformer for transmitters, exciters and high power amplifiers. Perfect for use with surplus command transmitters. Regularly you would pay more than twice this price. Shipping weight, 19 lbs.

No. 5137. SPECIAL EACH

$5.47

725 Value (Limited Quantity) Special Each

900-Volt C.T. at 270 M.A.—Plus Five Filament Windings: 6.3-volt @ .5A, 6.3-volt @ 3A, 6.3-volt @ 10A, 2.5-volt @ 10A, and 5-volt @ 6A. Primary 110-volt.

We highly recommend this transformer for transmitters, exciters and high power amplifiers. Perfect for use with surplus command transmitters. Regularly you would pay more than twice this price. Shipping weight, 19 lbs.

No. 5137. SPECIAL EACH

$5.47

725 Value (Limited Quantity) Special Each
SAVE UP TO 50%!
BY BUILDING YOUR OWN LABORATORY
PRECISION TEST INSTRUMENTS!
EASY TO BUILD IN ONE EVENING — THEY LAST A LIFETIME!

New! EICO INSTRUMENT KITS
TV-FM SWEEP SIGNAL Generator Model 360-K

Look at These Features!
- Covers all TV-FM frequencies 228 to 228 MHz.
- Variable sweep width 0.3 to 15 MC with Mechanical Inductive sweep. Wide sweep width allows gain comparison of adjacent channels.
- Provides for external signal generator marker injection. Has phasing control.
- Vernier driven dial with easy-to-read collimations directly in frequencies.
- Can be used with any standard Oscilloscope.
- Crystal controlled oscillator gives stablctrace pattern. Uses new miniature tubes 8X5GT, 12AU7, two 6C4. All components and tubes are made of crystal, furnished with etched panel and steel cabinet. Size: 10x8x4 1/2 in. with full instructions and diagram. Designed for easy assembly and good performance. WT: 25 lbs.

TV-FM SWEEP SIGNAL Generator Model 360-K

FEATURES:
- SMALL SIZE • PORTABILITY • DEPENDABILITY • LOW COST

Model 303 opens the way to proper television and radio servicing. Readings up to 30,000 volts DC with HV probe—has galvanometer zero centering for discriminating operation. Equipped with polarity reversing switch—RF signal tracing with high frequency probe—ohmmeter range to 1000 megohms. The small size $14.75 model was achieved at no sacrifice of accuracy. It matches the famous 200 ohm-meter probe. The larger model is an easy-to-read meter.

D.C. Voltage ranges 1.2, 12, 60, 300, 1200 at 10 megohms. 30,000 volts with access for high voltage probe.

A.C. Voltage range 12, 60, 300, 1200. Impedance with cable 200 mft.

Ohms—1000 ohms (with 10 ohm center scale). 100,000. 1 Megohm, 1000 megohms.

NEW! OAK RIDGE TV-FM TESTER
A Miniature Signal Generator

Use it in the shop or take it on the job for quick locating of TV or FM set troubles. Here is what it will do:
- It generates a calibrated RF carrier on TV channels 2, 13—FM from 88 to 108 MC.
- Audio, 500 cycle signal. Has attenuator controls.
- A generated signal is supplied to quickly locate signal failures on TV or TV circuits from point of the antenna input to the CRT or the speaker.
- Tests RF, Osc. and Mixer, Video and Audio IF's, Video, and Audio Amplifiers.
- Aligns sound track and adjacent picture track.
- Lasts as marker generator.
- Use for antenna orientation and sensitivity checking.
- Extremely compact, only 5½ x 4 ½ x 2 ¼". Sturdy oak cabinet. Comes complete with instructions and instructions for its many uses. Operates on 115 V, A.C. Shpg. wt: 23 lbs.

Model 102 Each... $29.35

NET EACH...

FOR COMPLETE INSTRUCTION LISTING SEE OUR CATALOG No. 501

1012-14 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo.
TRUE HIGH FIDELITY AND EXTREME SENSITIVITY ON BOTH FM AND AM systems

This Browning Model was the choice of a nationally known manufacturer for assembly in a $200.00 Radio Phone combinations. It is not just another tuner than they needed...we made a good "buy", so here it is passed on to you.

Actually, two independent tuners on each shelf, using miniature tubes and incorporating separate RF and IF systems. The FM section employs Major Armstrong's circuits—one TRF stage, mixer and separate local oscillator at higher frequency to minimize image, two IF's, a dual limiter which successfully removes amplitude noise, and a discriminator stage. The AM section is a superhet with one RF stage, containing a high gain IF stage and diode detector which furnishes all voltages as well as audio. The audio level from both channels is approx. 0.5 volts RMS to a common output connection.

- 6E6E, 1-6G4, 1-6B4, 1-6G7T, 2-6G7T.
- 1-6H6, 1-6AS7T, 1-6ES, 2-7AG.

Ruggedly constructed, all components of highest quality.

Panel Controls include eye sensitivity, a large edge lighted slide rule dial, smooth volume controls.

MODEL MHP-110
10 watts power output at less than 0.05% distortion; frequency response ±1 db. 40-15,000 Hz with Inputs for Crystal Pickup or Radio Tuner; voltage supply socket for external preamplifier; power supply socket for chassis for record changer. 4-way Tone Compensation: Deep Bass, Medium Bass, Normal, Treble boost. Response is flat with tone control on No. 3 position, from 40 to 15,000 Hz. Combination On-Off switch and volume control. In line amplifier. Subwoofer, 4-way feedback.

No. 364180, Masco Model MHP-110 Phono Amplifier. NET. $28.65

MODEL MHP-110 - with built-in pre-amp for magnetic and reluctance type pickups.

MODEL MHP-110
10 watts power output at less than 0.05% distortion; frequency response ±1 db. 40-15,000 Hz with Inputs for Crystal Pickup or Radio Tuner; voltage supply socket for external preamplifier; power supply socket for chassis for record changer. 4-way Tone Compensation: Deep Bass, Medium Bass, Normal, Treble boost. Response is flat with tone control on No. 3 position, from 40 to 15,000 Hz. Combination On-Off switch and volume control. In line amplifier. Subwoofer, 4-way feedback.

No. 364180, Masco Model MHP-110 Phono Amplifier. NET. $28.65

WEBSTER-CHICAGO
3-SPREAD CHANGERS
- Plays all types records—33 1/3, 45, 78.
- Plays all sizes—7", 10".
- Simple, foolproof operation.

Sets up to 9/16". Below out of the 10 watts power. Peak power, 14 watts. Gray Hammond tone chassis is 10X5/2½ x 1½. Height, 9½. Complete with tubes and instructions.

Model MA-10X2—without built-in pre-amp for magnetic and reluctance type pickups.

10 WATTS OF HUM-FREE POWER! PRIZED BY THE "CRITICAL" lover of recorded music—Built-in compensated Pre-Amplifier for G.E., Pickering and other magnetic and reluctance type pickups! 4 Inputs; No. 1, Magnetic, 0.0 volts 78 db. at 1500 cps.; No. 2, Magnetic, 0.8 volts 78 db. at 1500 cps.; No. 3, Crystal, voltage 5 volts, 70 db.; No. 4, Radio, Input voltage 70 db.; No. Frequency Response: ±1 db. over frequency range with input 15V. Four-way individual tone compensator provides: No. 1, Deep bass with high cut. No. 2, Medium bass; No. 3, Normal; No. 4, Treble boost. Variable Expander Control, manually controlled from zero to +10 db.; Instantaneous—no change in tone. Tone control with impedance taps of 2, 4, 8, 16, 300 ohms for most any type of Coaxial or Hi-Fidelity power receptacle on chassis for plug-in of Record Changer or Radio Tuner. Tubes: 1-6G7T, 3-6L6GT, 2-6V6GT, 1-5Y3GT (rectifier) for power output of 10 watts at less than 5% distortion; peak power is 14 watts! Heavy steel chassis box is 12½ x 1½ x 1½. Gray Hammond enamel with two-tone dials. 1/4. Approved! With tubes and instructions. Weight, 12 lbs. Power required is 75 watts at 117 volts, 60-cycle AC.

No. 32808, Masco Model MA-10X2 Phono Amplifier. NET. $49.95
P H O N O  A M P L I F I E R
operated relay control circuit (with)

Supplied with tubes: phonos, input, and volume control, high impedance powers neatly wired to case. Can also be wired for use with a GE pre-amp and GE pick-up.

Limited quantity!—Subject to prior sale.

SUPER VALUES ON TRANSFORMERS AND FILTER CHOKES!

PLATE TRANSFORMER
(1) 305 MA 768 V, C.T. Built by RCA for rugged use. Primary: 120 V, tapped. Secondary: 2.5 V, 250 ma at 305 MA. Electromagnetically shielded. Price: 194/3/3, 4% x 6 x 2/7, etc. NOS. 30870. Each $2.88.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
(3) Pri. 115 V, 25 ma. Sec. No. 1-6 V, 25 ma. at 350 MA. Electrostatically shielded. Price: 194/3/3, 4% x 3 x 2/7, etc. NOS. 198104. Each $1.29.

FILTER CHOKES
Encased in pressed steel housings
(4) 12 Hy, 70 MA, 200 Ohms. Size 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 2/7, etc. Mts. $1.95. Each 620. No. 198976 SPECIAL EACH.
(5) 8 Hy, 60 MA, 165 Ohms. Size 3/8 x 1 1/2 x 1 1/2, etc. Mts. $1.95. Each 555. No. 19C795 SPECIAL EACH.

SMASH VALUE 450 VOLT DC 270 MA KIT
A real heavy duty power supply kit large enough for almost any class of service. Kit consists of:

Power Transformer, weight 16 lbs. with a core stack almost 4" thick, overall size 4 1/4" x 3 1/4", etc. NOS. 30900. Pri. 110-volt 60-cycle. Plate Sec. 900 volt C.T. 270 MA. Filaments: 5-volt @ 0-amp, 63/16 x 13/16 at 3 amp, 6 3/4 x 13/16 at 10 amp. A real heavy duty transformer. 2 Filter Chokes, 300 MA, 42 Hertz, 78 ohms, 2500-volt breakdown. Fully enclosed round metal case 4 1/2 x 6 1/2. 3/16" diameter with 4 screw holes for easy mounting. Weight 9 lbs. each. 2 Filter Condensers, 4 mfd., 600-volt oil filled in hermetically sealed rectangular can. Shipping weight complete, 32 lbs. No. 14789. Your Cost Per Kit as Described $9.95.
MORE NEW B-A SPECIALS

MICRO-VOX! The Life of Any Party!

No Wire to Attach! No Hookups! It Broadcasts Over Any Radio Within 75 Ft.

- HUNDREDS OF USES
- Public Address System
- Paging System
- Baby Listener
- Teletype
- Practical Jokes

Comes complete with tube, batteries, holder, and built-in microphone-all ready to operate. Self contained, it requires no wires or other hookup. Simply tune radio to clear channel, tune knob broadcast. 1 lb. 12 lbs. for only $4.63.

Combination Offer!

MICRO-VOX and SOUND EFFECTS SET BOTH ONLY $671

Kit complete with both MICRO-Vox Transmitter and the Sound Effects No. 36821. ONLY $6.71.

NEW LOWER PRICES on CRYSTAL DIODES 85¢ EA.

New Rothrock Germanium Crystal Diodes. New design features include-Small size (9/64 dia. 25/64 long).-Flexible leads for easier wiring-insulating body—vacuum-tight housing-all qualities of microphone all design identification markings—small plan-parallel frequency performance—good sensitivity to several hundred megacycles—suitable for many application. Noise Limiter, Frequency Determiner, Power Supply, DC Power Supplies D.C. meters, DC power supplies, bridge or center top rectifiers.

SAVE $1.29 on POPULAR H533 PHONES JUST A FEW LEFT

Consists of brand new type ANBEI receiver units. PL363V plug & a H76 headband and ear cushions. The bands have been reconditioned, but are clean and perfectly usable. Your last chance to own this popular head-rectifier. A bargain price in a carry comes first served?

No. 18731... Per Set... $1.29

NEW RECORDING TAPE ON 15 MINUTE ROLL BURST NEWS

- Wound On Standard S-56 5-inch Plastic Reels

PLASTIC BASE RED OXIDE AUDIO-TAPE No. 651. Highest quality, base is non-tarnish, extremely tough, non-scratching plastic with oxide coating, wear inside, 600 ft. to the standard 5-inch plastic reel. Individually boxed. No. 158391. Per Reel... $2.33

12 Each... $21.00

PAPER BASE RED OXIDE AUDIO-TAPE No. 651. Same as above. Quality low-noise red oxide coating is the best possible, smooth, and tough. Records and plays back with low noise level. Wound inside, 600 ft. to standard 5-inch plastic reel, individually boxed. No. 188390. Per Reel... $1.50

12 Each... $18.00

NEW HIGH VOLTAGE HOOK-UP WIRE 85¢

Size 20 stranded tinned copper-free for extra heavy vinyl insulated and suitable for use in high voltage work. 100 ft. 12 lbs. Per 100 ft. Coil...$85¢

Save $59.95 on SPECIALS

HALCICRAFTERS Model S-56 11 TUBE FM-AM CHASSIS REGULAR $110.00 VALUE

LIMITED QUANTITY! SPECIAL EACH $59.95 Complete with Tubes

Every One Brand New in Original Factory Cartons

Popular for custom installations or modernizing old receivers. Replaces FM 88 to 108 MC and AM 550 to 1700 KC. Push Pull 6X6 Audio, Response 40-1400 CPS Pre-Selection on AM. Phone Input.

SPECIFICATIONS: 10 tubes plus rectifier. 6A6G FM RF, 6AB6 Mixer, 6U6 osc.AFC, 6AS6 1st IF, 6SH7 2nd IF 6SH7 Limiter-2nd/det., 6H6 disc. 6SK7 1st audio, 26SK6 PP audio output, and 5Y3GT grid rectifier. Two 450/600 ohm lines 1700 kc. and 88 mc. to 108 mc. AM. Automatically connects in the FM signal-no drift. Full range tone control with boost.

12-INCH COAXIAL EXTENDED RANGE SPEAKER FOR ONLY $9.95

- Special Low Price
- Higher Check of Reproduction
- Brand New, Direct from Manufacturer

Manufactured. Hand made of finest materials and equipped with super-efficient molded seamless cone—frequency range of 50 to 12,000 cps needed to heavy duty 10,000 watt "WOOFER" and high frequencies handled by special designed 3" TWEETER" speaker. Built in bridging network allows proper frequencies to reach the lungs. Easy to install and connect to any Radio or amplifier having standard 8-ohm output by merely connecting two wire speaker leads to output of Radio or amplifier. Improved ALNICO 3 Magnet in both TWEETER" and WOOFER" speakers. Dual cone base, 12" inside diameter, 15" deep overall. R.M.A. standard mounting holes. Shipping weight, 6 lbs.

Stock No. 3188. 12" EXTENDED RANGE SPEAKER SYSTEM. EACH...$9.95

BRAND NEW POPULAR RG 8u COAX CABLE $3.88

DON'T MISS THIS ASTONISHING OFFER!

BRAND NEW 50-FOOT COILS COMPLETE WITH CONNECTORS.

Yes Sir it's the popular genuine RG8u coax cable, Laboratory tested on which the surplus is just about gone. Brand new, factory assembled with standard B-105P (PL1591 connecting plug at each end. Coils can be used with any type RG-81-1 connector. Wt. 6 lbs.

No. 4465. $3.88

BRAND NEW POPULAR RG 8u COAX CABLE $3.88

DON'T MISS THIS ASTONISHING OFFER!

BRAND NEW 50-FOOT COILS COMPLETE WITH CONNECTORS.

Yes Sir it's the popular genuine RG8u coax cable, Laboratory tested on which the surplus is just about gone. Brand new, factory assembled with standard B-105P (PL1591 connecting plug at each end. Coils can be used with any type RG-81-1 connector. Wt. 6 lbs.

No. 4465. $3.88

SUPREME MODEL 592 DUAL SENSITIVITY V.O.M.A.

DOUBLE METER SENSITIVITY—25,000 and 1,000 OHMS—PER-VOLT ON DC. ANY meter range or function obtained in a second. Depress ONE button on left side of panel for "function" and ONE button on right side of panel for desired range. ONLY ONE PAIR OF PIN JACKS FOR 43 RANGES. Separate heavy duty binding posts for 14 amp. range. LEAK-AGE CHECK of paper and wire connections on 50-Meg, resistance range. NO SAFETY SWITCH TO HOLD DOWN ON AC—special circuit minimizes burn-outs. Copper rectifier GUARANTEED, same as any other part. 120V conversion chart furnished for readings on any line of known impedance.

DC VOLTS: (25,000 or 1,000 Ohms per Volt): 1, 3/4, 7, 35, 140, 350, 700, 1400, 3500 VOLTS. AC VOLTS: 1, 3/4, 7, 35, 140, 350, 700, 1400, 3500, 10,000 VOLTS; with internal batteries. DC CURRENT: 0, 7, 35, 140, 350 MA, 14 Amps. DECIBELS:—0 to 44. OUTPUT: 0, 7, 35, 140, 350, 700, 1400. NO CONNECTOR REQUIRED. In modern steel cabinet size 9 1/16x6x5 1/2", Weight 9 lbs. Complete with instructions and Registration Card. Regular price...$59.95

No. 35a15. "SUPREME" Model 592 Set Tester. WHILE THEY LAST, EACH...$29.88

BURSTSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
A Real Husky Transformer core stack closed vertical mounting. Primary 115 volt and 5-volt 6.3-volt Special, each.

No. 270 MA-850-VOLT C.T.
Hos Four Filament Windings
Has a 215 volt @ 10-amp winding in addition to the 4 windings listed in transformer above. Otherwise identical to No. 31 A14 at left below. Size: 4½ x 3½ x 1½. Shipping weight: 19 lbs.

No. 4473.
SPECIAL EACH.
$5.47

No. 190 MA-780-VOLT C.T.
Fully enclosed, upright mounting. Primary 115-volt 60-cycle, 780 volts C.T. at 190 MA. Filament's 5-volt C.T. @ 8 amp. 6.3 volt @ 6 amp. Size: Overall, 4½ x 3½ x 1½. Shipping weight: 19.5 lbs.

No. 31 A14.
SPECIAL EACH.
$3.67

200 MA-780-VOLT C.T.
Otherwise identical to No. 31 A14 at left below. Size: 4½ x 3½ x 1½. Shipping weight: 9 lbs.

No. 31 A13.
SPECIAL EACH.
$3.77

190 MA-780-VOLT C.T.
High voltage plus 6.3 volt @ 5 amp and 5-volt @ 3 amp filament. Primary 115-volt 60-cycle AC, Double half shell construction fully shielded with coded wire leads. Size: 4½ x 3½ x 1½. Shipping weight: 9 lbs.

No. 31 A12.
SPECIAL EACH.
$3.19

80 MA-630-VOLT C.T.
315 volt each side center. 80 MA. 5-volt rectifier winding at 2 amps. Primary 115-volt 60-cycle AC. Double half shell construction fully shielded with coded wire leads. Size: 2¾ x 2½ x 3½. Shipping weight: 1½ lbs.

No. 198709.
SPECIAL EACH.
$1.88

No. 198708, primary 115-volt and 20 volt universal, otherwise as No. 198709 above.

No. 31 A11.
SPECIAL EACH.
$1.98

Panel Light Assemblies for Miniature Bayonet Bulbs

Each 15c
LOTs 500

No. 18859.
Special 59c

Underwriters listed:

Each 100, L. E. 110 V. Lamps for above.
No. 16A48. 18c Each.
No. 16A48. 18c Each.

LAMPS:

Types 83-1J (PL258) Co-Ax Connector.

69c

Each 10 LOTs

Type 83-1P (PL258) or Fused Connector.

69c

Each 10 LOTs

The coiled junction connector so popular and very seldom sold otherwise than at its regular price of $1.14.

Top quality — Brand new.
No. 176190.

Each 79c

Stock No. 1581012c

NET EACH 12c

Each 10c

10c

10c

39c

11c

TV Pigtail Fuses

A soldier type pigtail fuse used in television receivers. Rated ½ amp. 250 volts.

No. 35B33.

Stock No. 168539.

12c

Each 39c

Each 33c

For 12-16” Tubes. Each $1.13

11c

Male Connector

Flush mounting, for use with TV Power Cord at left.

No. 15B540.
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MONEY-SAVING BUYS!
ON PANEL METERS!

$19.75
Value $2.95

R.F. GE TYPE DW52 AMMETER
6 Amps. 1% Accuracy Expanded scale - 2 1/2" diameter. Black and gold. 2A. 5% accuracy. 1/2" thermocouple. G.E. type DW52. List Price $19.75. Every One Brand New! Wt. 8 oz. No. 28A40. Ea. $2.95
Lots of 10, Ea. $2.45

ANOTHER BIG SPECIAL PURCHASE VALUE
2" BAKELITE CASE PANEL METER
WITH 500 MICROAMPERE MOVEMENT
Scale markings 0-15 and 0-75 microamps. Scale movement is 500 microamperes full scale, calibrated for use in steel panels. Has full bakelite case with zero set, black face and luminous white pointer and scale markings. Overall flange diameter 2 1/4". Mounts in 2 3/4" hole. Precision made by a leading manufacturer. Shipping wt. 1 lb. No. 178419. Special Each. $2.88

WESTON* 0-125 V. AC VOLTMETERS
• Made by Weston, marked with B-H (Bell-Howell) insignia. Brand New, individually boxed. Save plenty. Model 476—3 1/4". Brown Crackle finish case mtg. metal case. $15.75 List Value. No. 178224. SPECIAL EACH Model 517—2 1/2" metal case with chrome ring. $15.00
No. 178231. SPECIAL EACH $2.49

HIGH IMPEDANCE DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Excellent for communications, paging, public address, home recording, amateur and experimental work. Rugged, dynamic, trouble-free construction with built-in high impedance transformer and thumb-operated SPST slide switch in stand. Switch can be connected for relay control or microphone shorting. Base of slide locks to desk for desk operation, removable for hand held operation. Overall 2 1/4". Finish is attractive, grey, fine wrinkle enamel. Supplied less cord. Introduced by American Microphone Co. Shipping wt. 2 lbs. No. 148669. While They Last $7.85

PUSH PULL 660 OUTPUT PAPER CONDENSERS
SPECIAL EACH 95c
Get stock of them While They Last 10c

Has 6000 ohm pri. impedance to maintain push pull 660 class AB to 4-8 and 250 ohm secondary. Rated 20 watts. Fully enclosed with color coded leads. Size 2 3/4" x 2 1/2" x 3". High. Shp. wt. 5 lbs. No. 138153. SPECIAL EACH 95c

CHOKE BARGAIN AS LOW AS 34c

10 Henry 50 MA. D.C. Resistance 400 ohms. Size 1 1/2" x 2 1/2" x 3/16". Ctrs. 2 1/2". No. 198902 Each. 39c
10 Lots, Each 34c
25 Henry 60 Milts D.C. Resistance 200 ohms. Size 1 1/2" x 2 1/2" x 3/16". Mtg. center 3/8". No. 188955 Ea. 69c
10 Lots, Each 60c
456 KC IRON CORE IF TRANSFORMER
SPECIAL EACH 49c

Lots of 10, Each 39c

Wound with .001 wire, dual slug tuned. In aluminum can 1 1/2" square, 2 1/2" high. Has 4 solder terminals and spade mounting lug. Operate as i.f. input or output. No. 18A590. Each 10c

ALL PURPOSE DUPLEX WIRE

$1.88 Per 100 Ft.

2 Conductors, size 14 stranded tinulated copper wire, bina insulated with saturated lead or rubber overall. Insulation and lead or rubber. To go of spec., designation W143. Ideal for multi-application of 5 of 2. 5 arms, theoretical 14-2 conductor wire is needed. Stranded conductors give it flexibility not possible in ordinary wire of this type, instead of a big saving too. Size O.D. 5/16 x 3/16" oval. No. 14/1680. Each 10c.

SHELDED PICK-UP CABLE, PLUG AND JACQUET

9c

Well-known quality make, not War surplus. A perfect replacement for Motorola and other popular auto Radios. Quiet operation. No. 19A25. Special Each 99c
Lots of 10, Each 89c

1012-14 McGee St., Kansas City, Mo. 6
TERRIFIC BUYS

IN HIGH VOLTAGE CERAMIC PILLAR OIL-FILLED CONDENSERS

Top makes...G.E.-C.D.-Amovox etc. Brand new, in hermetically sealed rectangular cases. All 2 Mfd., 1500 Volts D.C.
Can size 4 1/8 x 3 1/2 x 3/4". in 1600V, 1000V, 500V, and 300V. Also 15 Mfd., 1500 Volts D.C.
Size 4 1/4 x 3 3/4 x 3/4". Wt. 5 lbs. in 1600V, 1000V, 500V, and 300V.

$2.45
$4.95
$3.95

SAVE PORTABLE KIT-VISE

Stronger than a wrench. Just as handy as advanced type jaw-action spring opening instantly to 3/4". Pipe jaws will hold pipe or rod from 3/4" to 2". V-type jaws will hold wire upright or horizontal. Fits any tool bench. Handy for the tool kit. Any man will be surprised you actually saved $2.80 Velcro.

No. 16A430, Special Each...49c

200,000 OHM, 200 WATT WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

Clorstat, size 1/4161/4". No. 10A795, Special Each...65c

SAVE 2 MFD. 2500-VOLT OIL FILLED CONDENSER


$1.95

SAVE RADIO-PHONO SWITCH and CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY

Complete switching and plug-in connector unit for attaching radio or phonograph switch. Each and AC receptacle all wired and assembled on brackets that can be adapted to practically any assembly. Complete diagram of assembly included.

No. 101109, Special, 10 lots, Each...50c

SAVE 2 MFD.—4000-VOLT OIL FILLED CONDENSERS

Top make and quality. Size 4 1/2 x 3 1/2 x 11/2". In 6000V, 3000V, 1500V, and 500V. Also 12 Mfd., 2000 Volts D.C.
Can size 5 11/16 x 3 1/2 x 1 1/2". Wt. 5 lbs. in 6000V, 3000V, 1500V, and 500V.

$2.95

MIDGET OUTPUT TRANSFORMER...strain type 10,000 ohm output transformers...size 2000V, 1000V, 500V, and 250V. Also 15 Mfd., 2000 Volts D.C.
Can size 3 1/8 x 3 1/8 x 3/4". Wt. 5 lb. in 2000V, 1000V, 500V, and 250V.

$1.95

SAVE 50 MMF HP MICRO CONDENSER

High precision silver mounted variable capacitor for isolating front plate to front. Has angular mounting bracket. Overall size 2 1/2" x 1 1/4". Wt. 5 lbs. in 1600V, 1000V, 500V, and 300V.

$1.95

SAVE FLEXIBLE TINSEL CORDS

Cotton braid overall. Fine for telephone, speaker extensions, telegraph keys, carbon microphones, etc. In 24 ft. and 2 Conductor 6 ft. long. With two spade lugs and one eyelet lug. Both conductors are dressed and tinned ready for soldering.

No. 118854, Special Each...9c

8 CONDUCTOR CABLE

Durable wirewound insulation, all color coded with mating plugs attached. Overall length 48 inches, may be plugged together to extend length. Worth the price as a hook-up wire.

No. 1984, Each...29c

SAVE TUBES! TUBES!

BARGAIN PRICED TWISTED PAIR CABLE

Size 22, stranded tinned copper conductor with vinylite insulation, glass braid and overall tinned copper shield. Top quality. AN/CA-480 specifications. Ideal for telephone and many other applications where shielded hook-up wire is desired. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 100 ft.

No. 2185, Single Conductor...$1.14

No. 2184, 2 Conductor...$1.18

SHIELDED TWISTED PAIR

Consists of 2 size 22 stranded tinned copper conductors, vinylite insulation, color coded braid and tinned copper shield overall. Extremely flexible and ideal for intercoms, PA, etc. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 100 ft.

No. 21852, Size 20, 100 Ft. Each...$1.95

No. 3864, 100 Ft. Each...$2.49

SHIELDED 3 CONDUCTOR

Consists of 3 size 20 conductors, otherwise as above. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 100 ft.

No. 21843, Per 100 Ft. Each...$3.45

Two 100 Feet, Special Each...$31.88

REPLACEMENT CORD FOR SOLDERING IRONS AND ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Asbestos cord, heavy duty heater cord for soldering irons, heaters, household iron, toaster, etc. U/L approved with spring action rubber plug. 51" foot length, ready to use.

No. 3304, SPECIAL EACH...29c

BARGAIN PRICED 11 FOOT RUBBER CORD

U/L approved size 18/2 conductor brown parallel rubber cord with quality AC plug. handy for many replacement and extension cord needs.

No. 28151, SPECIAL EACH...30c

As above, 6 ft. long has rubber plug.

No. 4A6, 100 Feet...$1.65

HEAVY DUTY AC LINE CORD

9 ft. Size 18 type SJ, molded on rubber jacketed cord with cotton filler. Flexible, the kind used on motors, refrigerators, etc. With rubber AC plug. UL approved.

No. 3887, SPECIAL EACH...$3.65

BARGAIN PRICED!

200,000 OHM, 200 WATT WIRE WOUND RESISTOR

Clorstat, size 11/16 x 1/2". No. 10A795, Special Each...65c

20,000 OHM, 200 WATT WIRE WOUND RESISTOR

Clorstat, size 1 1/2 x 1/2". No. 10A795, Special Each...65c

35c

GEAR DRIVE MECHANISM

Frankly, we know what it's for, but contains some beautiful things and lots of possi- bility for the most discerning. We guarantee you will get your money's worth or we will refund.

No. 19855, Each...23c
BIG SPECIAL PURCHASE VALUE AND OTHER SAVINGS!

SUPREME MODEL 574 — COMPLETE ELECTRONIC MULTIMETER — REGULAR PRICE $72.50! WHILE THEY LAST.

$38.88

- HAS ALL Volts, CURRENT, OHMS, RANGES
- 9006 DIODE PROBE
- 4-INCH METER WITH REVERSE SWITCH

Model 574 Electronic Vacuum Tube) Multimeter and Set Tester is a completely modern Set Tester, indispensable to the Servicer for accurate measurements in high impedance circuits as encountered in FM, Television, High Fidelity Audio, and the measurement of AC voltages in the RF spectrum up to 100 mc with negligible frequency error! DC input impedances of 10 meg; maximum for DC volts ranges of 0, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 150, 500, 2500 volts. AC input impedances of 50 cycles and 10 meg — 10 megohms to provide VT ranges of 0, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 250, 500, 2500 volts by use of standard test leads.

Resistances Ranges of 1/1000 to 100,000,000-Ohms and 0, 1, 10, 100, 1,000 Megohms! DP Switch changing ranges. Push-button selectors for all ranges and functions and clearly etched steel panel in white on gray wrinkle enamel finish. Small cabinet is 5x9x12" weight, 16 lbs. Complete with easily followed operating instructions. Diode H.F. Probe, high quality standard test leads and AC cord and plug; for use in Schools, Industries, Servicemen and Experimenters really: "MIX THE JACKPOT ON A WHALE OF A VALUE" on Model 574 at this price! Shpg. wt. 16 lbs.

Stock No. 3586. "SUPREME" MODEL 574 Electronic Set Tester. (Regular $72.50 Net) WHILE THEY LAST, NET.

DON'T MISS THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES!

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
SENSATIONAL BURGESS-ELECTRIC
VIBRO SPRAYER

SPRAY ENAMEL, LACQUER, VARNISH, SHELLAC, INSECTICIDE

SIMPLICITY. It's as easy as a paint brush. AMAZINGLY LOW PRICED. Cost less than you think.

UNIQUE DESIGN. Has professional appearance and gets professional results. Mounted bakelite handle is designed for comfort and easy, one handed operation.

NO EXTRA TO BUY. Just Plug it in and Spray. Pull the trigger and watch it take care of those utility painting and spraying jobs with speed, ease and perfection. Comes with removable 25 oz. jar, extra nozzle discs, and instructions. Unit has standard Mason jar thread. Use any size jar you like. Operates on 110-125 volt AC current.

List Price, Each $12.95. Shpg. wt. 3½ lbs. Dealer's Price In Single Lots. EACH...$9.75 SIX OR MORE EACH...$9.00

CARBON BRUSH ASSORTMENT 50 ASSORTED OF various sizes and shapes, some with springs and others with leads as illustrated. There is a brush for almost any job or if need be brushes can be easily altered to fit.

No repair or serviceman should be without this handy assortment. *Truly An Outstanding Value* 39c

32/110 VOLT CONVERTER

Operates Standard 110-Volt AC Appliances from 32 Volt Farm Power Plants. Converts 12-volt DC to 110 volt 60-cycle AC. Continuous load capacity up to 100 watts, but has considerable overload capacity for electric starting, etc. Durable blue gray enamel finish. Easy to use. Has two outlet sockets. Converter turns on over automatic with appliance — no separate switching required. Dependable, Trouble-Free. With the extra vibrator included, this unit gives 2000 hours of trouble-free operation.

A TERRIFIC VALUE! Converter List Value $59.95 plus a $12.50 extra replacement vibrator.

$12.95

SAVE $22.95

COST $59.95

32/110 VOLT CONVERTER

$12.95

(With an unlimited number of accessories available.)

32/110 VOLT CONVERTER

No. 32B41. While They Last. ONLY...

(Can be used with radios by adding proper filtering.)
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Warbrode Case

By This Nationally-Famous Manufacturer of Fine Luggage

$42 Value

Modern Design!

- Faced with fine SunTan Vinyl, a material that looks like high grade leather, but is actually much more durable. Positively will not scuff or scratch. Top grain cowhide leather handles and bindings. Size 8 x 13 x 11.
- Light-weight, but tough, rugged construction to withstand hard usage.
- Chrome-plated rack with 4 hangars to carry dresses and suits wrinkle-free. Protecting dual curtain over dress rack. Plenty of room for traveling accessories.
- Beautifuily furnished, finely tailored rayon lining and dust curtain. Padded bottom and 3 roomy shirted pockets, one felt lined to accommodate shoes.
- Highly polished solid brass locks and hardware. Two keys included.

No. B-A has not gone into the luggage business... it's just that one of our buyers stumbled onto this as a part of the Tucker Accessory Kit from which he secured a great value in Motorola Auto Sets.

He bought one only for his lady... and in showing it around the B-A offices, all the gals and fellows too, went into ecstasy over its beauty... its usefulness... were stunned at the amazing low price. The business of the day for that buyer was, "get me one"... "get me one"... "get me two"... and on by practically everybody in the place.

With all this furo over luggage the thought hit us, why shouldn't many B-A customers appreciate the opportunity for such a Bar-

**$13.95**

Plus Federal Excise Tax if Not For Resale

**$13.95**

Special Each

*Federal Excise Tax; 20% on luggage, therefore add $2.00 to $13.95 for personal use. No Federal Excise Tax if buying for resale. Dealers collect tax from their customers and remit direct to Internal Revenue Dept. of U.S. Government